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ABSTRACT 

Hurrian Phonemic Inventory and Syllable Structure 

Christopher Allen Hutchens 

Master of Arts 

with major in 

Applied Linguistics 

Dallas International University, December 13 2022 

Supervising Professor: Dr. Steve Parker 

The Hurrian language is an extinct language that was spoken in the northern 

fertile crescent from (roughly) the second half of the third millennium BCE to the late 

second millennium BCE. All Hurrian grammars tend to use traditional transliteration 

values of the cuneiform data. This traditional transliteration is widely used for the 

representation of languages very different from Hurrian, most notably Sumerian and 

Akkadian. While the traditional cuneiform transliteration system is perfectly adequate for 

syntactic/semantic analysis, how equipped is it to handle in-depth phonological 

investigations? If we wish to do phonological analysis of an extinct language, we must 

strive to be as specific as possible about the phones involved. This phonetic specificity is 

the driving principle behind the IPA. The first purpose of this thesis will be to present a 

conservative phonemic inventory of Hurrian speech sounds using the IPA. The second 

purpose of this thesis is to investigate the adequacy/value/validity of this inventory as 

opposed to the traditional transliteration system. I will test this through an analysis of 



 

 

 

Mitannian Hurrian phonotactics. This process of evaluation will contain three steps: 1) I 

will determine all possible syllable types and 2) I will create a maximal syllable template 

from them. I will argue for the maximal syllable template [CVVC]σmax. 3) Finally, I 

will determine what restrictions exist for the distribution of phonemes within syllables. 
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INTRODUCTION

Hurrian is an ancient Near Eastern (ANE) language which was spoken in the 

northern fertile crescent from the last century of the third millennium BCE to the late 

second millennium BCE.1 The modern correspondent of this area is (roughly) the 

intersection of Turkey, Iraq, and Iran. The only known relative to Hurrian is Urartian, 

another ANE language attested between the ninth and seventh centuries BCE.2 This 

group will be referred to as Hurro-Urartian. Though attempts have been made to connect 

Hurro-Urartian with East Caucasian (Diakonoff and Starostin 1986) and Indo-European 

(Fournet and Bomhard 2010), these views have yet to gain widespread acceptance. While 

the Indo-European connection is outright denied in most circles, the East Caucasian 

connection is less controversial.3 In fact, the existence of fortis and lenis consonants 

within East Caucasian will provide a useful precedent for Hurrian geminate graphemes in 

chapter two of this thesis.  

ANE written sources as early as 2200 BCE refer to the existence of Hurrian 

societies in the fertile crescent, though the date of their migration into this area is 

unknown (Wilhelm 1995, 1244). These Hurrian states would eventually become unified 

 
1 These dates should be treated as an estimate due to the impossibility of knowing specifically the date of 

its birth and death. These estimates come from the time periods of Hurrian texts and when we see Hurrian 

people groups mentioned in the historical record. 
2 This point is stated in most modern grammars without citation, so it is safe to assume that this is treated as 

common knowledge within Hurrian studies. 
3 Wilhelm (2004, 95) states that if the East Caucasian connection could be proven, it would be an extremely 

distant connection. Wegner (2007, 35–36) states that while some of Diakonoff and Starostin’s evidence can 

be argued against, a lot of it still stands as unverified. As a result, the relationship of Hurro-Urartian and 

East Caucasian can be neither confirmed nor denied, given our current knowledge. 
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into the kingdom of Mitanni sometime in the fifteenth century BCE (possibly as early as 

the sixteenth century BCE). In the mid-fourteenth century a letter from the Mitanni King 

Tušratta was sent to Pharaoh Amenhotep of Egypt to negotiate the marriage of Tušratta’s 

daughter. This letter is one of several that were exchanged between the two leaders; 

however, this is the only one written in Hurrian. The orthography is consistent, which is 

of great benefit to scholars studying this language. The letter was found by archeologists 

in 1888 at Tel El Amarna Egypt and was given the designation EA24, a reference to the 

location El Amarna. The tablet is currently stored in the Louvre. 

In this thesis I will establish (as best as possible), with the info we have a 

phonemic inventory for Hurrian using the IPA, give a transcription of the larger/intact 

portions of the Mitanni Letter using the established inventory, and test the 

accuracy/legitimacy of that inventory by analyzing a previously unresearched area of 

Hurrian phonology within the Mitanni Letter: Hurrian syllable structure. 

1 Orthography 

Since most of my analysis will directly correlate with the writing system, a brief 

introduction to it is in order. Cuneiform was an orthography that was implemented by the 

Sumerian people and is one of the world’s oldest writing systems. It began as a method of 

economic record keeping and was mainly pictographic. Over the course of its utilization, 

when the needs of the people became greater, the system became more complex. Below 

is a sample of a cuneiform sign’s progression from pictographic to the more rigid form of 

cuneiform commonly known today, using the sign KA ‘mouth’. Signs, while representing 
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several (sometimes unrelated) phonetic values, are referred to by their most common 

value with capital letters. So, while KA could represent the phonetic values [ka] or [su], it 

will always be referred to in general by KA. 

 

 

Figure 1: Evolution of the Sign KA (Labat 1994, 48).  

 

In Figure 1 we see roughly over the course of three-thousand years the edges 

became less rounded and more angular.4 In some cases, a sign’s eventual state is almost 

completely unrecognizable in comparison to what it was when the system was first 

invented. Over time these became less pictures representing real world entities, and more 

graphemes representing phonetic values. In other words, the system became 

progressively less iconic and more arbitrary. The system was eventually adopted for the 

 
4 This chart is to be read from right to left. The vertical lines in this chart delineate the various time periods 

of the orthography while the dotted horizontal lines represent different dialects within a period. 
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use of Akkadian. While Akkadian was the lingua franca of the ancient Near East, 

cuneiform became the standard script. 

Cuneiform was a writing system utilizing a reed that was cut back on one end, 

leaving something akin to a pencil or pen tip. This “stylus” was pressed into a leather 

hard5 clay that was molded into a flat surface - a tablet. When the stylus was pressed into 

the clay it left a triangle (or wedge) shaped indentation. This indentation was where the 

designation cuneiform (a word from Latin origin meaning ‘wedge-shaped’) was derived. 

For the rest of this section, I will refer to this indentation as a wedge. In total, five basic 

wedges were utilized by the scribes; with these basic wedges, a scribe could create 

hundreds of unique cuneiform signs: 

 

 

Figure 2: Five Basic Wedge Types (Huehnergard 2011, 68)6 

 

As far as the sounds that these signs represent, very few signs indicate simple 

vowels. Most signs represent a sequence of phones, often called a syllabary. The possible 

combination of these sequences are as follows (excluding V signs): CV, VC, CVC. Some 

 
5 ‘Leather hard’ is a designation to describe a piece of clay which is soft enough to be imprinted on but 
hard enough to not be easily obscured by the finger. 
6 These signs were created the exact same way and only differed in their orientation. 
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signs were polyphonous as well. A good example is the sign 𒀸 which could either 

represent the value aš or rum.7 It was also possible for several signs to represent the same 

phones, i.e., homophonous. As an example, the signs 𒋛 and 𒍣 both had the phonetic 

value of se. When looking at transliterated texts, knowing what sign is behind each 

phonetic value is information that most philologists are interested in. A system was 

developed to differentiate homophonous signs in transliterated texts. The sign in which 

that value was the most common across all texts would receive no special marking. The 

sign in which that value was the second most common would receive an acute accent 

(e.g. sé) over the vowel. The sign in which that value was the third most common would 

receive a grave accent (e.g. sè) over the vowel. If there were more homophonous signs, 

they would receive subscript numbers (e.g. se4, se5, se6) after the vowel according to their 

frequency. This accentual system has no relationship with actual pronunciation and 

would ensure that whether you were reading the cuneiform or a transliterated text, you 

would know exactly which signs were associated with that phonetic value. This is no 

doubt helpful for such endeavors as studying spelling variations. 

When the signs are transliterated, a dash is placed between each value, e.g. ṣa-bu-

um, ḫu-ra-ṣú-um, etc.8 This is not designed to be an actual representation of the way the 

words were syllabified, though quite often they are the same. This system is simply a 

 
7 It is sometimes impossible to tell what connections different values have to one another whether they be 
phonetic or semantic.  
8 Sometimes this will result in a word being divided neatly into syllables. Other times multiple signs will 
span the same syllable. It is for this reason that it is more appropriate to refer to them in term of their 
phonetic segments instead of syllables. 
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physical indicator of the phonetic value of the signs, i.e., the boundaries between them.9 

Another step added is the normalization of transliterated texts. In this step the dashes are 

removed, and “a word or text [is] put in the form that represents our closest 

approximation to the actual pronunciation, with all long vowels properly marked, and all 

doubled consonants indicated” (Huehnergard 2011, 72). The “closest approximation” is 

determined by the language and the data that is available to us to reconstruct that 

language. 

 

2 Problem Statement 

All Hurrian grammars use traditional transliteration values of the cuneiform data. 

This traditional transliteration is widely used for the representation of languages very 

different from Hurrian, most notably Sumerian and Akkadian. While the traditional 

cuneiform transliteration system is perfectly adequate for syntactic/semantic analysis, 

how equipped is it to handle in-depth phonological investigations? I will show in the 

literature review, a particular transliterated sign may indicate more of a phonetic 

generalization/range than a specific segment. If we wish to do phonological analysis of an 

extinct language, we must strive to be as specific as possible about the phones involved. 

This phonetic specificity is the driving principle behind the IPA. As a result, this thesis 

will incorporate its use. A greater level of specificity will undoubtedly help in creating a 

more accurate description of this language.  

 
9 Signs were placed side by side with no real way of indicating word boundaries. 
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3 Purpose Statement 

The first purpose of this thesis is to present a conservative phonemic inventory of 

Hurrian speech sounds using the IPA. This inventory will be conservative in that it will 

try to remain as free from speculation as possible. If reliable evidence does not exist for a 

specific segment, it will not be included. I will use the past work of scholars as a 

foundation from which to build, comparing/contrasting opinions and arguments to reach 

the most reasonable conclusion. Where needed I will also incorporate findings from 

modern phonological typology, and any useful data gleaned from East Caucasian 

languages will be of tertiary help. 

I argue for a five-vowel system in Hurrian: [a e i o u]. All vowels have long 

variants. I also propose the following phonetic inventory of Hurrian consonants in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Hurrian Phonetic Inventory in IPA 

 Bilabial Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar Uvular 
Plosive p  pː  b t  tː  d  k  kː   g  

Nasal m  mː n  nː    

Tap or Flap  ɾ ɾː    

Fricative (ɸ)  (ɸː)  (β) θ  θː  ð s  (s:)   z   χ  χː  ʁ 

Lateral Approximant  l  lː    

 

This is not intended to be a phonemic inventory. A phonemic inventory will be 

given in chapter two after working through more complex issues. An example of one 

such issue is the single/double writing of obstruents when in intervocalic position. This 
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thesis deals with whether the doubled writing represents a third phonetic feature (other 

than voiced or voiceless) or if it is simply indicative of a geminate. As a preview of what 

will be concluded in chapter two, I argue for a third phonetic feature, fortis (or tense) 

segments, indicated by [C:]. This table sufficiently represents the knowable10 phones 

used by the Hurrian speaker. 

While this phonetic inventory is rather conservative, a few comments are in order. 

I chose to leave [ɸ] and [β] in parentheses due to their dubious status. There is sufficient 

evidence that needs to be considered before asserting their existence. I also chose to use 

interdental and uvular fricatives because of the Ugaritic alphabetic inscriptions. Their 

writing system was capable of distinguishing between the chosen segments and other 

phonetically similar segments. The fact that the scribes consistently wrote them this 

distinct way is helpful in deciding which consonant was spoken. Finally, I chose to use 

one set of sibilants. A future study will need to look further into the existence of the 

affricates [t͡ s d͡z]. 

The second purpose of this thesis is to investigate the validity of this inventory as 

opposed to the traditional transliteration system. I will test this through an analysis of 

Mitannian Hurrian phonotactics. This process of evaluation will contain three steps: 1) I 

will determine all possible syllable types and 2) will create a maximal syllable template 

from them. Specifically, I will argue for the maximal syllable template [CVVC]σmax . 

 
10 I say ‘knowable’ because Hurrian may have had features that could not have been indicated in their 
utilized orthographies (e.g., nasalized vowels, implosives, etc.). 
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This implies the following possible syllable types within this language: [CV], [CVV] 

[VC], [VVC], [V], [VV], [CVC], [CVVC]. 3) Finally, I will determine what restrictions 

exist for the distribution of phonemes within syllables. Since I will be determining the 

phonetic character of Hurrian phones within part one of my thesis, conclusions reached 

will directly inform and affect the conclusions of part two. As a result, syllable structure 

will be a suitable test case. 

Therefore, my thesis will consist of two parts: First, I will establish an inventory 

of Hurrian phonetic segments using current scholarly argumentation and linguistic 

typology. Second, I will show, through a small test case, that this inventory is more 

capable than the traditional transliteration system to account for Hurrian phonology. My 

test case will be Mitannian Hurrian syllable structure.
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CHAPTER ONE: LITERATURE REVIEW 

1 Sources 

While not a widely spoken language of the ancient Near East, Hurrian enjoyed a 

wide geographical distribution, as indicated by existing texts. In her grammar, Wegner 

(2007,21-31) presents the most thorough listing of all known Hurrian texts and sources to 

date. Since I will be mentioning various Hurrian sources throughout this thesis, it will be 

beneficial to summarize Wegner’s contribution here. For ease of reference, I will provide 

her list with some comments in Appendix I. 

Hurrian texts have been found throughout the ANE dating from the late third 

century to the late second century. Most of the data found within these texts are personal 

names which contain Hurrian grammatical forms. An example of this is the name Tulpib-

še, where the element -še could be a shortened form of the Hurrian word šēn ‘brother’ 

(Wegner 2007, 22). Texts written in Hurrian have been found as well. The oldest Hurrian 

text is the Tiš-Atal inscription, which was found at the base of a temple devoted to 

Nergal, an ANE deity. Invocation texts (prayers invoking the action of some supernatural 

power or being) have also been found in Mari and southern Mesopotamia (possibly 

Larsa). Akkadian texts which show language change via contact with Hurrian have also 

been found at the site of Nuzi.11 Quite possibly the largest number of texts have been 

 
11 For example, consider the Hurrian derivational suffix -arbu which affixes to numerals at Nuzi (Wegner 

2007, 58). The form is used to explicitly state the age of animals: šinarbu ‘two years old’, kigarbu ‘three 

years old’, tumnarbu ‘four years old’, nariyarbu ‘five years old’, šindarbu ‘seven years old’ (Wilhelm 
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unearthed at Ugarit, Boǧazköy, and Emar. The genres of these texts range from 

vocabulary texts, wisdom texts, letters, religious texts, myths, omens, to historical texts, 

conjurations, and parables. The texts from Ugarit are particularly interesting for the 

phonologist. These texts utilized the Ugaritic orthography which was an abjad as opposed 

to a syllabary.12 Because of this the Ugaritic orthography was able to distinguish between 

consonantal segments that cuneiform syllabaries could not. 

By far the most famous Hurrian text is the Mitanni Letter. According to Wegner 

(2007, 28-29), the Mitanni letter was found in 1888/9 in Tell El-Amarna, Egypt. This 

letter, consisting of over 500 lines, was sent from the king of Mitanni, Tušratta, to the 

king of Egypt, Amenhotep III. The Mitanni letter, due to its length and 

syntactic/orthographic consistency is an ideal starting point for any linguistic study of the 

language. Its purpose was to negotiate the marriage of Tušratta’s daughter, Tadu-H̯epa, to 

Amenhotep. 

2 Dialects 

Early in the field of Hurrian studies, Speiser proposed that the main distinction of 

dialects be between East Hurrian and West Hurrian (Speiser 1936, 141–42). The 

motivation behind this division was mainly due to phonological alternations between text 

 
2018, 344). Wilhelm argues that the u at the end of this form is the Akkadian nominative case -u. 

Therefore, these forms are Hurrian words that have been ‘Akkadianized’. 
12 An abjad is an alphabet which only designates consonants, leaving the reader to intuitively supply the 

vowels. 
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groups. Speiser admitted that his claim was tentative, because of the lack of studies 

available to him at that time. 

Thirty-five years later, Diakonoff claimed that neither Hurrian nor Urartian could 

be divided into specific historical stages. The only apparent dialects were the language of 

the Tiš-Atal inscription and the rest of the available texts (Diakonoff 1971, 23). 

According to him, each text could be in a different dialect when inspected closely 

enough. This was due, in large part, to differences in local orthography. However, among 

these texts, the important dialectal distinctions were unknown. Diakonoff’s opinion was 

later altered following research carried out by M. L. Khačikyan (Khačikyan 1978; 

Diakonoff 1981). To both scholars, various Hurrian dialects could be identified based on 

morphophonological alternations and the in/exclusion of syntagmatic enclitic 

conjunctions. Khačikyan and Diakonoff each outline six dialects which Diakonoff (1981, 

79) then organizes into three dialectal groups: North-Eastern, Central, and South-

Western. As far as I am aware, no exhaustive analysis based on this view has been 

conducted to date. 

Modern Hurrian scholarship divides Hurrian into two broad dialects: Old Hurrian, 

and the Mitanni dialect (Giorgieri 2000, 179–80; Wilhelm 2004, 97). The main sources of 

Old Hurrian are the Tiš-Atal inscription and the Boğazköy material. These texts contain 

verbal agreement markers which are not utilized within the Mitanni dialect.13 Wegner 

does refer to Khačikyan’s six dialects of Hurrian (Wegner 2007, 33–34). While not 

 
13 For a full treatment of Old Hurrian verbal features, see Campbell (2008). 
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outright disagreeing with this view, she concludes that the Tiš-Atal inscription does seem 

to be rather archaic, comparatively speaking. The Ugaritic texts (excluding the Sumero-

Hurrian list), Boghazköy texts (excluding the Hurro-Hittite bilingual), and the Mitanni 

letter seem to form a group as well. Since the features informing Wegner’s analysis are 

verbal morphology, she agrees with the divisions of modern Hurrian scholarship as 

opposed to Khačikyan‘s and Diakonoff’s views.  

Discussion of Hurrian dialects is usually approached from the standpoint of 

diachronic variation. Its interest lies in demarcating the historical stages of the language 

as opposed to geographical/regional variation.14 Part two of this thesis will be synchronic 

in nature. As a result, diachronic variation will not be of immediate interest. In addition, a 

thorough synchronic analysis will inevitably lead to a more informed diachronic study of 

Hurrian phonology. Since the Mitanni letter was written at a single stage in the Hurrian 

language, we can safely assume that it represents a single dialect as well. Therefore, the 

Mitanni letter is the most reliable source of Hurrian synchronic phonological data for the 

period it represents. An in-depth analysis of it will build a solid foundation from which to 

expand in further research. I will also give this text primary consideration in part one of 

this thesis. 

 

 

 
14 This is not a fault of the field. The scant nature of Hurrian sources makes a study of Hurrian dialects 

nearly impossible. 
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3 Inventories 

The following paragraphs briefly summarize some of the main points found 

within Hurrian grammars that present complete phonemic inventories. The first section 

deals with vowels; the second, with consonants. I will begin with Speiser (1941) since his 

publication was the first comprehensive analysis of the language. I will then move 

chronologically forward mentioning major descriptions of Hurrian. While I will not be 

able to comment on every point due to space restrictions, chapter two of my thesis will be 

spent interacting further with these sources. 

3.1 Vowels 

The vowels distinguished in Speiser (1941) are as follows: /a e i o u/. On several 

occasions the vowel /i/ seems to be interchangeable with the vowel /u/. Speiser does not 

give the statistics to quantify this alternation, but he does make the claim that it is 

possible for the quality of /i/ to be a midway vowel between /i/ and /u/, a vowel for which 

he gives the symbol <ü>. According to Speiser it is impossible to know with certainty 

what this vowel is, but if it is a vowel between /i/ and /u/, it could potentially be either [ɨ] 

or [ʉ]. Whether this would completely replace /i/ in Speiser’s inventory is unclear. 

Another topic worth mentioning is the distinction between /o/ and /u/. This 

distinction was discussed as early as Bork (1909) and was further expounded on by 

Speiser (1941). Since then, mainstream Hurrian scholarship has continued to support this 

distinction (Speiser 1941, 22–25; Bush 1964, 41–42; Diakonoff 1971, 42; Laroche 1980, 

23; Wilhelm 2004, 99; Wegner 2007, 47–50; Campbell 2020, 208). The theory is built off 
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the use of two separate vowel signs U and Ú within the Mitanni Letter. As was stated in 

Chapter One, the accent over the U is a notational reference to sign frequency. Two 

interesting observations can be made: 1) When looking at the usage of both U and Ú as 

supplemental vowels (a vowel which is written to disambiguate the V of a preceding 

sign) within the Mitanni Letter a pattern emerges – when U is used in a stem or 

morpheme, Ú will never be used in that stem or morpheme, and vice-versa. 2) When the 

cuneiform sign KU (the K of the KU sign in Mitannian Orthography can either be [g] or 

[k]) is used with a supplemental vowel, that vowel will always be U. On the other hand, 

when GU (the G of the GU sign in Mitannian Orthography can either be [g] or [k]) is 

used with a supplemental vowel, that vowel will always be Ú. Out of the 152 occurrences 

of U and the 246 occurrences of Ú, there are no known exceptions to these 

observations.15 This seems to be sufficient evidence to support the fact that Hurrian had 

two separate vowels which the Mitanni Letter sought to capture by using the U and Ú 

signs. Other Hurrian texts do not do this with consistency, but the consistency within the 

Mitanni Letter is quite telling. Speiser (1941, 24) argued that since Ú and [w] commonly 

alternate in like words across the known Hurrian corpus, Ú indicates /u/ within the 

Mitanni Letter. U was designated as /o/ as far back as Bork (1909) and is not widely 

disputed.  

Bush (1964) gives the following vowels: /a e i o u/. Bush states that since [a e i] 

occur in the syllabaries with regularity, there is no reason to doubt that they differed 

 
15 Due to large portions of the Mitanni Letter being fragmentary, the exact numbers may differ due to 

interpretations of obscure signs. The point still stands, however, that these signs occur frequently and are 

never confused with one another.  
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much from their values in Akkadian. When both /e/ and /i/ alternate across texts, Bush 

argues, the form should be assumed /e/. Only if a word is written consistently with /i/ 

should it be considered an underlying /i/. Since he gives no reasons for this claim, it is 

difficult to know why this should be preferred. To strengthen Speiser and Bork’s 

argument for /o/, Bush (1964, 42) states that clear evidence for the existence of /o/ in the 

sister language of Urartian can be found. Bush also mentions that doubly written vowels 

were used to disambiguate signs, i.e., a CV-V or V-VC combination of signs in which the 

singular V sign would indicate the vocalic quality of the CV sign, i.e., plene writing.16 

The only vowels discussed by Friedrich (1969) are /o u/. [i e a] are not mentioned. 

Concerning the Mitannian distinction between U and Ú, he sees no reason to disagree 

with Bork (1909), Speiser (1941), or Bush (1964). To Friedrich, the fact that this was so 

consistently distinguished in the Mitanni Letter is, itself, an argument for the phonetic 

distinction. 

Diakonoff (1971) posits the vowels /a e1 e2 i o u ə/. While he agrees with those 

who came before him, two major standouts are seen. First, Diakonoff believed that two 

distinct [e] vowels existed. The reason being the common alternation between i and e in 

some words and comparative evidence with some languages from the Caucusus.17 

Second, Diakonoff’s grammar was one of the first to propose the vowel [ə]. He states that 

 
16 As will be discussed in the next chapter, it seems that plene writing can sometimes be used to indicate 

length. When normalizing Hurrian texts, specialists will mark a plene writing with a macron [  ̄]. This 

notation is used to mark plene writings only and does not necessarily have to be an indication of length. 
17 Diakonoff worked under the assumption that Hurrian and Urartian were distantly related to some 

language groups of the Caucuses. This view, however, has not been widely adopted (Wilhelm 2004, 95). 

For more information, see Diakonoff and Starostin 1986. 
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there was a tendency for e/i vowels to be neutralized in word final position but does not 

present data for it.  

 In his presentation, Laroche (1980) lists the following vowels: /a e i u/. While 

this inventory is standard, the exclusion of [o] deserves a comment. Laroche admits that 

while U and Ú probably did signify a distinction within the Mitanni Letter, the fact that it 

was utilized only here was problematic. It was, therefore, the conservative choice not to 

include it. 

Giorgieri (2000) gives five vowel phonemes: /a e i o u/. No comment is made 

concerning the exact quality of these segments. Regarding the Hurrian vocalic inventory, 

Giorgieri agrees with mainstream scholarship. 

Wilhelm (2004) states that there are five phonemic vowels: /a e i o u/. Nothing is 

stated about vocalic quality in this chapter. 

In her grammar, Wegner (2007) gives five vowel phonemes: /a e i o u/. Wegner 

summarizes previous Hurrian grammars in her presentation. 

Arnaud Fournet’s 2013 grammar includes a chapter covering the 

phonetics/phonology of Hurrian. Fournet seeks to argue against what he labels the Fevo-

Hurrian theory (FH). FEVO is an acronym in which each letter represents a Hurrian 

segment claimed to exist by mainstream Hurritology. Fournet, therefore, calls into 

question the existence of [f], [e], [v], and [o]. His main disagreements stem from 

comparative linguistic data and orthographical conventions. These disagreements can be 

found in Fournet and Bomhard 2010. 
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Fournet posits the following vowel inventory: /a e i u/. Despite unpredictable 

variation between /e/ and /i/, Fournet concludes that since /e/ might have had a very 

restricted distribution in Hurrian, it was not a separate phoneme. Where there are minimal 

pairs containing both /e/ and /i/, Fournet invokes phonological processes which predicted 

the presence of /e/.18 Therefore, Fournet claims that the four-vowel system likely 

emerged from a three-vowel distinction in classical Hurrian: /a i u/. Fournet’s analysis of 

[o] is that it did not exist as a phoneme, but as a very rare allophone of /uː/. His main 

arguments are based on comparative linguistic analysis with Substratic Armenian and 

Greek. 

The most recent summary of Hurrian phonetics is given in Campbell (2020).  In 

his presentation, Campbell closely follows Giorgieri’s (2000) conclusions. He proposes 

the following five phonemic vowels: /a e i o u/. Campbell mentions that /a/ and /e/ 

frequently alternate within like forms to the point that they could be referring to the 

vowel [ə] at times, but that this is difficult to know with certainty. Due to the brevity of 

Campbell’s chapter, explicit data is not given concerning these alternations. 

 

 

 

 
18 The exact forms mentioned in Fournet (2013) are the words eše ‘World’ and eman ‘ten.’ The other 

members of these minimal pairs not specified. The argument is that they were originally *yaš and *yaman 

and then ya- changed to e-. This forces Fournet to argue that [e] as contextually motivated, and not a real 

phoneme. 
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3.2 Consonants 

The consonantal inventory presented by Speiser (1941) is given in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Spesier’s Consonantal Inventory 

 Labial Coronal Dorsal 

Stop p  b t  d k  g 

Nasal m n  

Tap of Flap  r  

Fricative f  v s  z 

 s̄  z̄19 

h  ġ 

Approximant w  y 

Lateral 

Approximant 

 l  

 

Speiser states that the distinction between voiced and voiceless segments can be 

derived from the alphabetic texts of Ugarit. For example, the Hurrian word ‘father’ at is 

spelled as ʾat in the alphabetic texts. This distinction was not so apparent within the texts 

written with syllabaries, however. at could be written in one text as a-da- or as a-ta- 

(Speiser 1941, 35). The differentiation between voiced and voiceless is found within that 

segment’s position in a word. A segment was voiced when it occurred word finally or 

before a vowel, liquid, or nasal. The segment was voiceless word-initially or before any 

other [-voice] segment. Consistently within the Mitanni Letter (and inconsistently 

elsewhere) voiced segments would be indicated with that segment written once while 

voiceless segments would be indicated by double writing, e.g., ada = a-ta-; ata = at-ta-. 

 
19 Older Hurrian analyses tended to use s̄ and z̄ as opposed to the more modern š and ž. As far as I can tell, 

these both represent the same sounds, which are approximately an alveopalatal fricative with a 

voiced/voiceless distinction. 
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Speiser’s argument clearly favored all voiced/voiceless pairs of stops as allophones of the 

same phoneme. However, selecting the underlying phone is not addressed.  

The existence of the approximants is proven by y and w in the alphabetic texts. 

Within the syllabaries the situation is more complicated. The segment y is indicated by a 

diphthong where the first vowel is an [i]. The segment w is obscured by the fact that w 

frequently alternates with p and b. When this frequent alternation happens within like 

words throughout the corpus, Speiser sees this as an indication of the fricatives f and v. 

These fricatives would be separate phonemes. 

Four distinct sibilants are indicated in the alphabetic texts. Cuneiform syllabaries, 

on the other hand, only had three signs which could be used to indicate sibilants: S-signs, 

Z-signs, and Š-signs. The need to represent four distinct sibilants with three signs led to 

widespread inconsistencies within the Hurrian corpus. At this point, Speiser (1941, 29) 

mentions that while they are inconsistent, the individual texts/collection of texts are not 

usually inconsistent with themselves, but only when compared with others. Speiser also 

points to an occurrence of ṣ within a syllabic text found at Ugarit. This sound in Semitic 

transcription usually refers to the affricate [t͡ s]. The presence of this glyph among Hurrian 

texts is quite disputed because it only occurs in obscure and fragmentary places.20 

Ultimately, Speiser (1941, 28–29) does not seriously consider this segment.   

The consonantal inventory by Bush (1964) is given in Table 3. 

 
20 Obscure sections refer to unknown words, or incomplete sentences due to fragmentary sections where 

the tablet is chipped or has broken. 
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Table 3: Bush’s Consonantal Inventory 

 Labial Coronal Dorsal 

Stop p  b t  d k  g 

Nasal m n  

Tap or Flap  r  

Fricative f  v s  z 

θ  ð 

ṣ 

ḫ  ǵ 

Approximant ṷ  y 

Lateral 

Approximant 

 l  

 

The positional voiced/voiceless distinction is analyzed as in Speiser (1941), as 

well as the doubled/single segment to indicate voicing. Bush also states that the pairs of 

stops were [to be taken as] allophonic. He chose the voiceless member of the pair to be 

the underlying form. Since voiceless segments are phonologically less marked than 

voiced this would certainly make sense from a typological perspective. 

When considering the sibilants, Bush disagrees with Speiser on two points: First, 

he posits the existence of the affricate ṣ. The inclusion of ṣ is because of the (then) newly 

published Ugaritica V (1968) data which gave ṣ five additional occurrences within the 

Ugaritic alphabetic texts (Bush 1964, 57). Understandably, his argument is that either this 

data must be included or simply ignored. Second, Bush states that S signs and Z signs 

were not in allophonic variation with one another. Within the Mitanni Letter both S signs 

and Z signs could occur intervocalically with the use of single writings. S signs are never 

doubly written intervocalically, whereas Z signs can be doubly written. Bush concludes 
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that one sign represented the allophonic pair s and z, while the other represented the 

affricate ṣ. While not confidently concluding which signs indicated what segment, he 

favors ṣ being represented by S signs. 

While Speiser posited the two phonemes s̄ and z̄ and labeled them as 

(approximately) alveolars, Bush claims that same pair should not only be taken as 

allophonic but be labeled as (approximately) interdental fricatives. The choice of 

interdental fricatives is due to Ugaritic’s ability to distinguish between the alveolar and 

interdental place of articulation. Bush chose to represent these segments with 

interdentals. Since the syllabaries were unable to carefully make this distinction, Bush 

thought that the alphabetic texts should be given the priority. 

The argumentation behind the labial fricatives is nearly identical to Speiser. 

However, Bush posits these segments as likely allophonous, whereas Speiser considers 

them phonemes. One of the main pieces of evidence given by Bush is the 1ST.POSS [-if] 

written as -íw-wV, which is normalized as -iffV. The doubled writing of w would indicate 

a voiceless segment. The conversion of w to f here is because an alternation between w 

and p exists within the Hurrian corpus. This, when considering the criteria set by Speiser 

above for alternating [w p b], would indicate a labial fricative. Bush suggests that while 

the evidence is scant, the fact that every other voiced/voiceless pair in Hurrian is 

allophonous(allophonic) suspicious. It would make sense, then, to conclude that these 

segments are allophones. 
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Bush refers to dorsal fricatives as velars and discusses the dubious nature of their 

relationship to each other. Bush does not give a direct answer to whether these are a pair 

of allophones or distinct phonemes. While the doubled writing of Ḫ signs within the 

Mitanni Letter is utilized, it is infrequent.  For instance, the suffix [-ḫḫa]21 will occur as 

either alphabetic -ḫ-/-ǵ- or as syllabic -ḫḫ-/-ḫ- (Bush 1964, 79). Are these distinct 

morphemes, or is the writing of them inconsistent? To add to this, the segment ǵ has been 

known to occur word initially in some Ugaritic texts and in the Tiš-Atal inscription. All 

these factors confuse the issue, but Bush concludes it likely that they are allophonous. 

While a complete consonantal inventory is not given, the segments that Friedrich 

(1969) comments on are listed in Table 4. 

Table 4: Friedrich’s Consonantal Inventory 

 Labial Coronal Dorsal 

Stop p  b t  d k  g 

Nasal ? ?  

Tap or Flap  ?  

Fricative f  v s  z 

š  ž 

(ṣ) 

ḫ  ġ 

Approximant ?  ? 

Lateral 

Approximant 

 ?  

 

 
21 The suffix [-ḫḫa] is a derivational suffix which can form adjectives. 
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Friedrich states, as other authors have, that the distinction between voiced and 

voiceless segments are indicated by double/single writings of the segments. This 

orthographic indication of voice applies to not only the stops, but to the fricatives as well. 

Friedrich points to the alternation of the personal name Kumarbi and Kumarwi to 

argue for the existence of the labial fricative. 

Specific reference to ḫ and ġ as velars is made.  

Friedrich also mentions the sibilants š and ž. This agrees with Speiser’s claim that 

this pair is (approximately) postalveolar and not interdental as Bush thought. 

The question marks indicate the segments that were included in the previous 

tables but were not discussed by Friedrich. 

Diakonoff’s (1971) consonantal inventory is given in Table 5 below. 

Table 5: Diakonoff’s Consonantal Inventory 

 Labial Coronal Dorsal 

Stop p  pp  b t  tt  d k  kk  g 

Nasal m n  

Tap or Flap  r  

Fricative f c  z 

s̄  z̄ 

ḫ  ɣ 

Approximant w  j 

Lateral 

Approximant 

 l  

 

The first unique aspect of Diakonoff’s inventory is treating the doubly written 

stops as distinct segments. Diakonoff, elsewhere, claims that the doubly written 
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consonants are always voiceless and connects them to Eastern Caucasian intensive,22 

phonetically unaspirated segments (Diakonoff and Starostin 1986, 6). Other scholars also 

have speculated a third feature hidden within the doubly written consonants (aspiration, 

glottalization, fortis and lenis, etc.).23 

Diakonoff’s presentation of the labial fricative(s) is somewhat indecisive. He 

claims that a good argument can be made for the existence of f, but that v (if it existed at 

all) was simply an allophone of f.  

Within the sibilants, Diakonoff appears to have adopted Bush’s view of S signs 

representing the affricate [t͡ s] and gives it the symbol c. Diakonoff assumes that while z 

exists, the existence of s is unclear. 

The consonantal inventory presented by Laroche (1980) is given in Table 6.  

 

Table 6: Laroche’s Consonantal Inventory 

 Labial Coronal Dorsal 

Stop p  b t  d k  g 

Nasal m n  

Tap or Flap  r  

Fricative f  v š  ž x  ɣ 

Approximant w  y 

Lateral Approximant  l  

 

This inventory is standard, and only a few points need to be clarified. Laroche 

mentions that the sibilants can either be taken as (approximately) postalveolars or as 

 
22 ‘Intensive’ is potentially a reference to fortis segment. 
23 For these views see Thiel (1975) and Khachikyan (2009). 
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interdentals. He ultimately does not make a choice, and simply presents both possibilities. 

He also mentions that the voiced/voiceless distinction is indicated/encoded via positional 

variation and the use of double/single writings. This decision is in line with the 

development of mainstream Hurritology at this point. 

The consonantal inventory presented in Giorgieri (2000) is given in Table 7. 

 

Table 7: Giorgieri’s Consonantal Inventory 

 Labial Coronal Dorsal 

Stop P T K 

Nasal m n  

Tap or Flap  r  

Affricate  TS  

Fricative F S 

Š 

Ḫ 

Approximant ṷ  i̭ 

Lateral 

Approximant 

 l  

 

Giorgieri represents through an archiphone the segments which he sees in 

allophonic variation with one another, i.e., P = [p] and [b]. The reason for this is the 

predictable positional variation of voiced/voiceless segments. Giorgieri recognizes this 

allophonic variation everywhere except intervocalically. The doubled writing, according 

to him, could represent another phonetic feature, although this feature is obscure to us 

now. 

Included in his inventory is the affricate [t͡ s] which is indicated by S signs in the 

Mitanni Letter. The pair represented by S ([s] and [z]) is written with Z signs. 
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The approximant ṷ is a distinct phoneme to Giorgieri, but the phone can also be 

an allophone of the fricative F directly after a /u/ vowel. The other approximant i̭ only 

occurs rarely, and its distribution is restricted to the beginning of syllables. Giorgieri does 

not comment on the distribution of ṷ within the syllable.  

The consonantal inventory presented by Wilhelm (2004) is given in Table 8. 

 

Table 8: Wilhelm’s Consonantal Inventory 

 Labial Coronal Dorsal 

Stop P T K 

Nasal m n  

Tap or Flap  r  

Affricate  t͡ s  

Fricative F S 

Š 

Ḫ 

Approximant w  y 

Lateral 

Approximant 

 l  

 

The phonetic presentation of Wilhelm and Giorgieri are very similar to one 

another. Wilhelm suggests that the voiced/voiceless distinction is graphically shown 

through positional variation and use of double/single writing of the segment. It is unclear 

from this discussion whether Wilhelm sees the possibility of a third unaccounted for 

feature indicated by doubled writings. 

While Wilhelm does not comment on the nature of the sibilants, he does seem to 

agree with the growing trend in Hurrian studies to include the affricate [t͡ s]. 
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The consonantal inventory given by Wegner (2007) is presented in Table 9 below. 

 

Table 9: Wegner’s Consonantal Inventory 

 Labial Coronal Dorsal 

Stop p  pp  b t tt d k kk g 

Nasal m mm n nn  

Tap or Flap  r  

Affricate  c  cc  dz(?)  

Fricative f ff  v s  ss  z ḫ  ḫḫ ġ 

Approximant    

Lateral 

Approximant 

 l  

 

Wegner follows Diakonoff’s presentation very carefully, and only a few points 

differ between them. She posits that the doubly written consonants are distinct phonemes, 

while the single written segments are in allophonic variation with one another. She does 

not state confidently what that feature could be but mentions two possibilities: aspirated 

or glottalized. We are given no indication of what exactly is meant by ‘glottalized.’ 

Wegner also claims that the affricate [t͡ s] existed in double and single writings. The 

question mark beside the voiced affricate indicates that she was undecided concerning its 

existence. 

The inventory as Fournet (2013) presents it is given in Table 10. 
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Table 10: Fournet’s Consonantal Inventory 

 Labial Dental Affricate Palatal Velar Glottal 

Stops p  b t  d ts  dz  k  g ʔ 

Fricatives  s  z  (?)ś  (?)ź h  ġ  

Nasals m n nn     

Liquids    l  ll 

r  rr 

  

Glides w   y   

 

Fournet did not see the need to account for double writings with a third unknown 

feature. To him it was simply a way to indicate voicelessness. As a result, numerous 

examples of minimal pairs between the voice/voiceless stops and fricative were found. 

He did not consider them allophonic in any way. 

Instead of the usual labial fricatives [f v], Fournet suggests that the frequent 

alternation between p/b/w can be explained by the labial fricative [β]. Contributing to the 

confusing nature of the alternation between p/b/w is the fact that Fournet views [w] as a 

possible allophone of /b/ in some situations. His rejection of [f] and [v], however, stems 

from orthographic arguments. Within Akkadian, there is a well-known orthographic 

alternation between w/b, but a fricative has never been suggested. Why should this be so 

for Hurrian? For orthographic reasons, Fournet suggests that the common assertion that Ú 

indicates [f v] is nonsensical. His argument is that there is no evidence that cuneiform 

worked the way Hurrian scholars were claiming that it did. 

His inclusion of the lateral fricatives [ś ź] is tentative, mainly referring to its use 

in proto-Semitic and Indo-European. 
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The inclusion of the glottal stop is also unique. The basic argument for the glottal 

stop is the three alephs within the alphabetic texts. When they occur word internally it is 

more than likely a glottal stop. The reasons for this are not given. Certain forms in the 

syllabary with multiple vowels written (e.g., -a-a-a-a-) also make more sense when 

assuming a glottal stop between them. Ultimately, a clear proof of its existence is not 

presented. 

The consonantal inventory given by Campbell (2020) is listed in Table 11. 

 

Table 11: Campbell’s Consonantal Inventory 

 Labial Coronal Dorsal 

Stop p  pp  b t  tt  d k  kk  g 

Nasal m  mm n  nn  

Tap or Flap  r  rr  

Affricate  c  cc  

Fricative f  ff  v š  šš  ž ḫ  ḫḫ  ġ 

Approximant w  y 

Lateral 

Approximant 

 l  ll  

 

Campbell includes a doubly written counterpart for mostly all segments. This is 

likely because we are still unsure if doubly written consonants are due to any unknown 

phonetic feature or if they are simple geminates. While he does admit that there is 

allophony within the system, Campbell is skeptical of our ability to provide an accurate 

phonemic inventory at the present time. There does, however, seem to be positional 

variation within the distribution of voiced/voiceless obstruents. 
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At this point we have reviewed the proposed Hurrian consonantal inventories 

posited by ten specialists. For ease of reference, I have compiled the above information 

into a single table which will summarize the contents of this chapter. In chapter two I will 

affirm or make slight modifications to the ideas presented above, so Table 12 will be of 

great help. 

Table 12: Consonantal Inventory Summary 

 Labial Coronal Dorsal Author 

Stop p  b t  d k  g Speiser 

Bush 

Friedrich 

p  pp  b t  tt  d k  kk g Diakonoff 

p  b t  d k  g Laroche 

P T K Giorgieri 

Wilhelm 

p  pp  b t  tt  d k  kk  g Wegner 

p  b t  d k  g Fournet 

p  pp  b t  tt  d k  kk  g Campbell 

Nasal m n  Speiser 

 Bush 

   Friedrich 

m n  Diakonoff 

 Laroche 

 Giorgieri 

 Wilhelm 

m  mm n  nn  Wegner 

m  Fournet 

m  mm  Campbell 

Tap or Flap  r  Speiser 

  Bush 

   Friedrich 

 r  Diakonoff 

  Laroche 

  Giorgieri 

  Wilhelm 

  Wegner 
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 r  rr  Fournet 

  Campbell 

Affricate    Speiser 

 ṣ  Bush 

 (ṣ)  Friedrich 

   Diakonoff 

   Laroche 

 TS  Giorgieri 

 t͡ s  Wilhelm 

 c  cc  dz(?)  Wegner 

 ts  dz  Fournet 

 c  cc  Campbell 

Fricative f  v s  z 

s̄  z̄ 

h  ġ Speiser 

s  z 

θ  ð 

ḫ  ǵ Bush 

s  z 

š  ž 

ḫ  ġ Friedrich 

f c  z 

s̄  z̄ 

ḫ  ɣ Diakonoff 

f  v š  ž x  ɣ Laroche 

F S 

Š 

Ḫ Giorgieri 

Wilhelm 

f  ff  v s   ss  z ḫ  ḫḫ ġ Wegner 

 (?) ś 

(?) ź 

h  ġ Fournet 

 š  šš  ž ḫ  ḫḫ  ġ Campbell 

Approximant w  y Speiser 

ṷ  Bush 

   Friedrich 

w  j Diakonoff 

 y Laroche 

ṷ  i̭ Giorgieri 

w  y Wilhelm 

   Wegner 

w  y Fournet 

 Campbell 
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Lateral 

Approximant 

 l  Speiser 

  Bush 

   Friedrich 

 l  Diakonoff 

  Laroche 

  Giorgieri 

  Wilhelm 

  Wegner 

 l  ll  Fournet 

  Campbell 
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CHAPTER TWO: PHONEMIC INVENTORY

The main goal of this thesis is to establish a phonemic inventory of Hurrian. To 

build the foundation for this I will present an inventory of Hurrian phones using the IPA. 

This inventory will be constructed through interaction with current Hurrian scholarship 

coupled with data directly from the Mitanni Letter. As previously stated, the Mitanni 

Letter was chosen for its orthographic consistency along with its synchronic nature.  In 

future studies, it will be essential to compare my findings with other Hurrian textual 

sources to create a more robust description of Hurrian phonetics.  

At certain points throughout this chapter, I also interact with current phonological 

typology. The ability to reference words/forms using the IPA (especially within 

phonological processes) will make this work immediately beneficial not only to Hurrian 

scholars specifically, but to the broader linguistic community as well. In this section I 

will refer to each phone with its transcription value (indicated by italics). Once the issue 

of phonetic quality has been established, I will ascribe it an IPA value and refer to it as 

such throughout the rest of this thesis. It is important to note that any conclusions here 

must remain tentative. The orthographies used to write Hurrian have the potential to 

obscure certain linguistic features that they were not designed to indicate. The 

conclusions of the field that are presented here must be treated as a close approximation. 

Currently, within Hurrian phonetics a twofold division exists. The first side of this 

division represents the traditional/classical understanding (Speiser 1941; Bush 1964; 
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Friedrich 1969; Diakonoff 1971; Laroche 1980; Wilhelm 2004; Wegner 2007; Campbell 

2020). The second side is found in the work of linguist Arnaud Fournet (2013). In his 

grammar, Fournet seeks to argue against what he labels the Fevo-Hurrian theory. His 

main disagreements stem from comparative linguistic data and orthographical 

conventions. Fournet’s comparative analysis of Hurrian with Indo European (IE) 

languages does not have very strong support within the Hurrian scholarly community. 

Furthermore, his analysis of orthographic conventions does not consider the collective 

inconsistencies of the various orthographies used to record Hurrian. For these reasons I 

disagree with Fournet.  

1 Vowels 

A middle Babylonian (ca. 1400-1100 BCE) student tablet found at Emar and 

published in 1985 is the most beneficial piece of evidence for the Hurrian vowel system, 

MSK (Meskene) 7462. This is shown in Figure 3 below. 
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Figure 3: MSK 7462 (Arnaud 1985, 197)24 

 

This tablet strongly suggests that Hurrian had at its most basic level, a five-vowel 

system. The exact quality of these vowels has yet to be determined with confidence. 

As far as the vowel a is concerned, there is widespread agreement among all 

Hurrian texts. Modern Hurrian scholarship (Speiser 1941, 19–20; Bush 1964, 40–41; 

Diakonoff 1971, 42; Laroche 1980, 23; Wilhelm 2004, 99; Wegner 2007, 47–50; 

Campbell 2020, 208) and Fournet (2013, 43) both agree on its existence, and examples 

are quite abundant. A few that are mentioned in Speiser (1941, 19) are presented in (1) 

and (2) below. 

 

 

 
24 Within the transcription WA and BU represent signs the scribe would practice with. For this reason, we 

do not expect that they have any semantic value. 

WA-u :BU-u 

WA-a : PA-a 
WA-e : BE-e 
WA-i : BI-i 
WA-ú : BU-ú 
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(1) Initial a 

Ugarit. Alph. Mari Mitanni Ugarit Syll. Gloss 

aln al-la-a-e-en al-la-i  ‘lady’ 

awr NA NA a-wə-ri ‘field’ 

(2) Medial and Final a 

Mitanni Gloss 

ta-a-nu-u-ša ‘give’ 

ša-a-ru-u-ša ‘request’ 

While it is impossible to know the exact quality of Hurrian a, Speiser (1941, 20) claims 

that a common alternation exists between a and e, specifically within the Mitanni Letter. 

Ultimately, Speiser does not cite an exact number of forms. This is demonstrated in (3) 

below. In this example I cannot rule out the phonological process of dissimilation, in 

which adjacent phones are changed to preserve some linguistic contrast deemed 

necessary by the speaker. 

(3)  

īye=mā=nīn ~ iya=mē=nīn 

RPRO-3sg.abs-nin  RPRO-3sg.abs-nīn 

‘Which you…’ 

(Mit. ii 101) 

 ‘Which you…’ 

(Mit. iii 91) 

If we take the above data as a clue to the actual pronunciation of a, then we might 

be dealing with a vowel which is somewhere in the open-mid to open range, is 

unrounded, and possibly closer to a front vowel than back. Since that level of specificity 

is difficult to attain, I indicate this vowel with [a]. 

The vowels e and i are typically analyzed together (Speiser 1941, 20–22; Bush 

1964, 40–41; Diakonoff 1971, 42; Laroche 1980, 23; Wilhelm 2004, 99; Wegner 2007, 
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47–50; Fournet 2013, 43–44; Campbell 2020, 208), due to limitations of the syllabary 

inherited from Akkadian. As a result, signs which are of the shape Ci could be read with 

either i or e vowels. One of the strategies employed by Hurrian scribes was the use of 

supplemental vowels. This was a CV-V or V-VC combination of signs in which the 

singular V sign would indicate the vocalic quality of the CV sign. For instance, the 

proper name Mane could either be represented as Ma-né-e-el-la-a-an or as Ma-né-en-na-

a-an. It is the supplemental combination -né-e- that the scribe used to help disambiguate 

the problem. These supplemental writings were not consistent, however, and before an e 

or i vowel is posited as the actual form, we need to have a considerable amount of 

evidence from various textual sources. Bush (1964, 40) claims that e should be 

considered the default value of every form encountered unless every single supplemental 

vowel for that form is i. A good example of this is the enclitic =nīn which always occurs 

with the supplemental vowel -i-. In this case, according to Bush, this gives strong 

evidence for the existence of i in this enclitic. The ultimate reasoning behind Bush’s 

choice of e as the default member of this pair is not given. Diakonoff (1971, 40-58) posits 

evidence for two distinct e sounds within Hurrian. The reason behind this assumption is 

the common alternation between i and e in some words and comparative evidence with 

some languages from the Caucuses. Fournet questions the legitimacy of e as a phone 

within Hurrian due to the tendency for e to be ambiguous with both a and i. Fournet 

(2013, 43) states, “There exists no discernible rationale for this variation which appears 

to be erratic and seriously undermines the status of /e/ as a phoneme.” However, this is 
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not a tenable conclusion, since Fournet himself admits that words such as the following 

are always spelled with e. 

(4) 

eše ‘earth’ 

eni ‘god’ 

eman ‘ten’ 

Thus, the existence of e as a phone in Hurrian cannot be denied. Fournet (2013, 50) 

ultimately states that while e does exist, its existence is much more constrained than most 

mainline Hurrian scholars claim. Contrasts in analogous environments provide evidence 

for and distinguishing both e and i. 

(5) e ≠ i CAE 

 eni ‘god’ – inu ‘so’ 

The issue of quality must also be addressed. The quality of i is difficult to 

determine with the available evidence. One interesting suggestion, however, is posited by 

Speiser. On several occasions the vowel i seems to be interchangeable with the vowel u. 

For example, consider the following alternation: 

(6) ti-bu-ša ~ tu-bu-e    [both have a common meaning of something that is ‘strong’]  

While this evidence is not the strongest, it is quite intriguing. Since our 

understanding of Hurrian morphology is not complete, it is also possible we are dealing 

with affixes for some of these alternations. Speiser (1941, 22) makes the claim that if this 

alternation exists, it is possible for the quality of i to be a vowel midway between i and u, 

for which he gives the symbol [ü]. It is impossible to know with certainty what this vowel 
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is according to Speiser, but if It is a vowel between [i] and [u], we could be dealing with 

either [ɨ] or [ʉ]. The evidence that we can gather from this is that i might very well be the 

close front unrounded vowel [i], so this is the IPA symbol I will attach to it. 

 Nowhere in the literature is a comment on the quality of e. To a certain degree 

this vowel is impossible to confidently describe. E is that it is more likely a front vowel. 

Its ambiguous nature with both [i] and [a] makes it plausibly a close-mid or open-mid 

front unrounded vowel. For ease of typing I will assign e the IPA symbol [e]. 

Adding to the discussion of distinguishing o and u from chapter one, the 

distinction becomes even more meaningful when considering Figure 3, where on an 

exercise tablet U and Ú are contrasted.25 This is sufficient evidence to support the fact 

that Hurrian had two separate vowels which the Mitanni Letter sought to capture by using 

the U and Ú signs. Failure to do this throughout the other orthographies is not surprising. 

To our knowledge the Hurrian orthography was never standardized outside of the Mitanni 

Letter. The failure to distinguish the U and Ú in these places is simple: 1) Cuneiform did 

not have the ability to distinguish between these two vowels, and 2) this distinction may 

have not even been perceived in these orthographies enough to make them distinct in 

writing. 

Fournet (2013, 44) would strongly disagree with the presence of a distinct vowel 

represented by U in the Mitanni orthography. One of Fournet’s major departures from the 

modern field of Hurritology is his view that Hurrian (and its sister language Urartian) are 

 
25 This distinction was also followed in some texts from Boğazköy. 
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Indo-European languages descended from Proto Indo-European (PIE). His arguments 

against U representing a distinct phoneme (which mainstream Hurritologists designates 

as o) are comparative arguments from Armenian and Greek. The view of Hurrian being 

descended from PIE is highly controversial and still has not gained widespread 

acceptance. What is unmistakable, however, is that the observations presented above 

strongly hint at a vocalic distinction between U and Ú. Since Hurrian’s relationship to 

PIE can neither be confirmed nor disproven at this point, siding with FH is the most 

conservative option. 

When discussing the quality of these vowels, a quick answer can be given for Ú. 

The section discussing the semivowel w, in line with Speiser’s (1941, 24) observation, 

will show that the Ú sign is often interchangeable with w. Since we can confidently claim 

the existence of [w] in Hurrian, and since [u] is such a phonetically similar segment, I 

will give all supplemental Ú signs the IPA symbol [u]. The identity of U, on the other 

hand, is somewhat elusive. Since [o] is an extremely common vowel cross linguistically, 

it is statistically unlikely, though not impossible, for this vowel to be any other back 

vowel (Gordon 2016, 50). The safest option is to label all words spelled with the 

supplemental vowel U with the IPA symbol [o]. 

The existence of ə within Hurrian has been tentatively claimed, as well 

(Diakonoff 1971; Wegner 2007). Diakonoff (1971,43-44) states that there was a tendency 

for e/i vowels to be reduced in word final position but does not offer much evidence in 

support of this. Wegner (2007, 47) adds that Hurrian probably had ə but that in writing it 
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was identical to [a,i,e]. Since the existence of this phone is practically unknowable, I will 

not include it in my phonological analysis. 

1.1 Vowel Length 

The question of vowel length has been a disputed topic within Hurrian academics. 

As was mentioned in the introduction, cuneiform often employed the double writing of 

vowels (or pleonastic writings) to do several things: 1) Pleonastic writings could help 

indicate the quality of the preceding vowel, and 2) pleonastic writings could (especially 

in the Babylonian dialects) indicate vowel length. The fact that Hurrian did 1) is usually 

left unchallenged. This is due in part to the orthographic ambiguity of [e i] and [o u] 

when occurring in CV signs. Within the Mitanni orthography the sign NI was employed 

while NE was not. It was the job of the succeeding vowel to indicate the quality. So, NI + 

-e- would mean [ne], and consequently NI + -i- would mean [ni]. But what about the 

Hurrian word ‘brother’ šen written consistently as še-e-ni-? It is tempting to label this as 

a pleonastic writing indicating vowel quality, until considering that the sign ŠI was 

utilized as well by the Mitannian scribe, and never once used for šen within the Mitanni 

Letter. This means that when a ŠE sign was used, it was unambiguous. If not pointing to 

quality, what would this pleonastic vowel indicate? 

Both Speiser (1941, 16-19) and Bush (1964, 42-44) state that if long vowels 

existed in Hurrian, the orthography did not unambiguously indicate them. Since it is 

statistically likely for long vowels to have existed in Hurrian, perhaps the above 

information could be an argument in favor of non-phonemic long vowels. In other words, 
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if Hurrian speakers were not explicitly aware of the presence of a long vowel, why would 

they orthographically go out of their way to indicate them? The fact that Speiser (1941, 

18) and Wilhelm (2004, 100) seem to connect vowel length with stress is not surprising. 

For instance, with the pronominal suffix [-lla] and the enclitic [=an] we have vowel 

lengthening that seems to correspond to the length of the [l]. 

(7) 

-til-la-a-an vs. -ti-la-an  
‘…they…’  ‘…they…’ 

 

 Speiser (1941, 18) states that this specific alternation points to secondary 

lengthening due to potential stress/accentual patterns, and that the long/short writing of 

[l] is somehow connected to it. Bush (1964, 304) agrees that accentual patterns must have 

had something to do with the double/single writing of [a], but that it hardly accounts for 

the double/single writing of [l]. Ultimately, it must be stated at this time that stress in 

Hurrian is an extremely complex subject and must be dealt with in later studies. Suffice it 

to say if vowel length is brought about due to any contextual circumstances, we are likely 

dealing with allophonic variation.  

Moving forward, Friedrich (1969) simply states that doubly written vowels could 

be an indication of vowel length, but that a full discussion is still pending. Diakonoff 

(1971) expresses doubt as to whether plene (i.e., orthographically repeated) vowels 

indicated vowel length. Wilhelm (2004) adds that a repeated vowel in word initial 

position would more than likely indicate a long vowel. An example of this is given in (8) 

because word initial vowels would not disambiguate anything, and thus there would be 
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no other reason for their use. To add to this, the quantity of initial vowels is sometimes 

enough to distinguish between words: 

(8) 

/u/ ≠ /u:/ CIE 

ur (ú-ru-) ‘to exist’ – u:r (ú-ú-r-) ‘to desire’ 

(Mit. ii 95)                 (Mit. ii 73) 

Giorgieri (2000) considers plene vowels as having three lengths within the 

Mitanni Letter: short (single writing), long (double writing), and ultra-long (triple 

writing). While the quantity of [o] and [e] need further investigation according to 

Giorgieri, orthographic plenes sometimes indicate length that is dependent on accentual 

patterns (allophonic), and other times it seems to be indicative of actual phonemic value. 

Wegner (2007) considers plene writings as distinguishing between [o] and [u] and 

between [e] and [i]. After this acknowledgement she states that Diakonoff does not see 

plene vowels as indicative of length and that Wilhelm sees vowel length being dependent 

on accentual patterns. 

It is safe to assume three facts about Hurrian vowel length at this point. First, 

sometimes orthographic doubling is employed to disambiguate a surrounding vowel. 

Second, sometimes a vowel will be inconsistently doubled in the same word or affix 

across the Mitanni Letter. If this is indicating a long vowel, then there must be unknown 

contextual factors at work (e.g., accentual patterns).26 Third, if a vowel is consistently 

doubled throughout the Mitanni Letter in unambiguous contexts with no exceptions, it 

seems reasonable to claim a long vowel’s existence in the inventory. 

 
26 Also, while hard to prove, scribal error is a potential explanation as well. 
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To reasonably prove the existence of [a:] as a distinct phoneme consider the 

following: 

(9) 

a ≠ a: CIE 

pa:l (pa-a-l) ‘false’ – pal (pa-l) ‘to know’ 

(Mit. ii 106)              (Mit. ii 56) 

To reasonably prove the existence of [e:] we must consider the word šēn- (še-e-n) 

‘brother.’ This word is consistently written with plene [e] and the cuneiform sign ŠE is 

unambiguous in the Mitanni syllabary. 

For [i:] we should consider the word ōmīni (u-u-mi-i-ni) ‘land.’ Out of the 18 

times it is written in the Mitanni Letter it is never written without a doubled [i]. Since the 

Mitanni orthography utilizes both MI and ME, the [i] is not used to disambiguate 

anything. 

Both [u:] and [o:] are difficult to determine word internally due to the 

characteristics of the Mitannian orthography. This is because U and Ú were often used 

word internally to disambiguate UC and CU signs. Word initial [u:] and [o:], however, 

are entirely unambiguous. For [o:], consider the word ōmīni (u-u-mi-i-ni) ‘land.’ The CV 

sign following the two U signs is completely unambiguous. It still would have been 

unambiguous even if the scribe had written only one U sign, rather than two. Of the 

thirteen times this word occurs in the Mitanni letter, it is always written this way. This is 

enough to reasonably assume the existence of [o:]. 

When deciding upon [u:] consider the following contrast: 
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(10) 

u ≠ u: CIE 

u:r (ú-ú-r-) ‘desire’ – ur (ú-r-) ‘exist’ 

(Mit. ii 95)                 (Mit. ii 73) 

While the Ú here is, like U in the paragraph above, not being used to 

disambiguate anything, the length of the Ú sign is enough to differentiate between two 

distinct words with unrelated meanings. This is an ideal reason for the existence of [u:]. 

1.2 Vowel Chart 

Based on the data presented by the FH theory, it seems reasonable at this point to 

posit the following basic vowel chart for Hurrian: 

 

 

Figure 4: Proposed Hurrian Vowel Chart 

 

Each vowel would have a long counterpart.  
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The only point in Figure 4 which needs some clarification is the placement of [a] 

on this chart. Since there is no evidence to determine [a] being a front or back vowel in 

the data, it is listed above as a spectrum. Its location at the bottom of this chart is not a 

statement of [a] being an open vowel; it is completely possible for [a] to fall somewhere 

within the open to open-mid range.  On the other hand, if [a] were an open-mid vowel, 

Hurrian would not have a true low vowel, which would be typologically unusual, since 

most languages have a low vowel. 

2 Glides 

Traditional Hurrian scholarship claims the existence of two glides for the 

language: y and w (Speiser 1941, 25; Bush 1945, 45; Diakonoff 1971, 44; Laroche 1980, 

24; Wilhelm 2004, 99). Before analyzing this issue, two major points must be 

acknowledged: 1) No cuneiform syllabary possessed a sign with the phonetic value of [j] 

or [w]. The phones [j] and [w] in cuneiform syllabaries are ascertained through a 

combination of comparative linguistics and the interpretation of diphthongs containing i 

and u. Often in transliterated Hurrian texts scholars will write signs of the shape WV (ex. 

WA, WI, etc.). These signs are of the bilabial series (PV/BV) and are being interpreted as 

[w]. 2) While Hurrian words written with the Ugaritic script explicitly indicate j and w, 

this may not be as trustworthy as it seems. It is a well-known fact within Ugaritic studies 

that the language actively discouraged Proto-Semitic (PS) diphthongs and would either 

coalesce the two vowels or reinterpret one of them as a consonant (Sivan 2001, 37-38; 

Huehnergard 2012, 28). While it is difficult to know for sure, we cannot rule out the 
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possibility that the Ugaritic speakers, when exposed to Hurrian words containing 

diphthongs, wrote them down with a perceptual bias, creating ambiguity in the process. 

It should be stated that j and w, if included, introduce more complexity into the 

analysis in two distinct ways: 1) by adding two more phonemes to be listed in the 

phonemic inventory, and 2) by making the maximal syllable template (MST) more 

complex. Since we have evidence of long vowels and other unambiguous diphthongs in 

the Hurrian language, the interpretation of j and w as vowels would not change the 

interpretation: i.e., the MST nucleus remains complex. If j and w were interpreted as 

consonants, they would constitute the only evidence for complex MST onsets and codas 

in the Hurrian language. To justify this level of complexity, sufficient evidence must be 

provided.  

What type of evidence, then, would need to be presented to reasonably prove the 

existence of the j and w within Hurrian? Since cuneiform cannot unambiguously indicate 

j and w and we do not have the benefit of comparative evidence, there must be an 

orthographic convention to indicate them. The Mitanni Letter, due to its frequent use of 

orthographic conventions, is an ideal starting point. Within both the /o/ - /u/ distinction 

and the doubling of intervocalic consonants (what I label as a phonemic fortis/lenis 

distinction), the scribe of the Mitanni Letter consistently uses orthographic conventions to 

mark otherwise ambiguous phonemic distinctions. If j and w existed as distinct phonemes 

within Hurrian, it would be reasonable to assume this distinction would be both 

unambiguously and consistently marked. 
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It is my opinion that sufficient evidence has not yet been provided for these 

phones. The following evidence is given by Speiser (1941, 25) to posit the existence of y 

in Hurrian: 

(11) Initial y 
 yā=l=an 

 RPRO-3PL.ABS-an 
            ‘Which they…’ 

 (ia-a-la-an)   Mit. ii 73 

(12) Medial y 
 attay-p-pe-nē-dan 

 father-2SG.POSS-GEN-SA-ABL 

               ‘to my father’ 

 at-ta-i-ib-be-né-e-tan  Mit. iii 69 

The evidence of (11) is word initial in the relative pronoun, but the spelling of the relative 

pronoun in the Mitanni letter is far from consistent. The table given in (14) indexes the 

possible spellings of the Hurrian relative pronoun in the Mitanni letter and takes note of 

any morphological elements present. To help make (14) more readable, the following 

paradigm from Wilhelm (2004, 108) is given in (13). 

(13) 

 Singular  Plural 

 Long form Short Form  Long Form Short form 

1st -tta -d  -dilla -dil 
2nd -mma -m  -ffa ? 
3rd -nna -n  -lla -l 

We see in (13) that the long/short forms of the enclitic have no discernable effect on the 

spelling of the relative pronoun: Consider ia-me-e-ni-i-in⸢-in⸣ when contrasted with i-i-e-

me-e-ni-[i-i]n. No pattern emerges which detail any effect in spelling caused by the 

connective enclitics.27 

 
27 The exact meaning of the connectives is difficult to determine at this point, and an in depth discussion of 

them is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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(14) 

Cuneiform Form -na Enclitics Connectives Source 

ia-ti-la-⸢a-⸣an 
ia-me-e-ni-i-in⸢-in⸣ 

iya   =dil 
=mē 

=ān 
=nīn 

ii 74 

iii 91 

ia-a-⸢la-an⸣ 
ia-a-an 

iyā  =l 
 

=an 
=n 

ii 82 

iii 5 

i-i-al-le-e-ni-i-in 
i-i-al-la-a-ni-i-in 
i-ia-at-ta-ma-an 
i-ia-am-ma-ma-an 

īya  =llē 
=llā 
=tta 
=mma 

=nīn 
=nīn 
=man 
=man 

ii 19 

iii 55 

ii 5 

iv 18 

i-i-e-me-e-ni-[i-i]n 
⸢i-i-e⸣-ma-a-ni-i-[i]n 
i-i-e-na-a-ma-a-ni-i-in 

īye  
 
=nā 

=mē 
=mā 
=mā 

=nīn 
=nīn 
=nīn 

ii 62 

ii 101 

iv 21 

i-i-e-e-en īyē   =n ii 79 

At this point, no discernable rationale can be identified to account for the differences of 

spellings. With the pattern present in the Mitanni Letter thus far, if the scribe wanted to 

make a phonemic distinction here, it would be reasonable to assume a consistent spelling. 

The evidence given in (12) is word medial, and thus potentially a diphthong. 

There are roughly 179 diphthongs containing /i/ in the Mitanni Letter, and we find very 

little consistency in spelling. Where there does seems to be consistency, vowel length and 

morphemic distinctions are equally valid reasons for overtly marking them. Ultimately, if 

the orthographic consistency of a spelling convention is required to suggest a phoneme, 

we do not find it here. Thus, the available evidence from the Mitanni letter does not seem 

to support y as a phoneme in the Hurrian language. 

The existence of w is complicated.  Across various textual sources different 

graphemes were used to indicate the same phone: w, p, u, and b are all used 

interchangeably. Therefore, as Bush (1964, 46) states: “A decision as to which phoneme 

is present in any given word can only be made after a significantly large number of 
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occurrences have been observed at more than one site. The latter provision is necessary to 

ensure that the uniformity of testimony is not simply due to consistent scribal practice.” 

Bush put forward this evidence: 

(15) 

Ugaritic Alphabet Bogh. Mitanni Letter Ugaritic Syll. Gloss 

ṯwṯk~ṯʾuṯk Ša-wu-u-uš-ga- Ša-uš-ka- NA ‘Šawška’28 

ʾiwrn NA29 ew-ri-iš NA ‘lord’ 

ʾawr NA30 NA a-wə-ri-wə ‘field’ 

As was stated above with j, w transliterations are interpretations from signs of the bilabial 

series (PV/BV and VP/VB). We must also at least consider the possibility that Ugaritic 

speakers were operating with a perceptual bias as was mentioned with j when writing 

diphthongs. The Ugaritic ʾiwrn is not ambiguous due to the Mitanni scribe’s writing eb-

ri-iš (Bush: ew-ri-iš), i.e., a consonant of some type is implied. The Ugaritic ṯwṯk is 

ambiguous due to the Mitanni Ša-uš-ka-, i.e., is the consonantal w present or just a 

vowel? Just as with j, there does not seem to be any indication that an orthographic 

convention is present for the writing of w in the Mitanni Letter.  

With that in mind, I will not posit j or w as phonemes in my inventory for now, 

until more evidence is presented. As stated in the introduction, I will keep my inventory 

as conservative as possible. This will give the best results, keeping my analysis simple 

and as general as possible. 

 
28 Divine name. 
29 While not included in Bush’s original table, we now have evidence for this word in the texts from Bog.: 

e-eb-ri KBO 32.11 I.2. 
30 While not included in Bush’s original table, we now have evidence for this word in the texts from Bog.: 

a-va-a-al-li-ve-e-na KBo 32.13 I.3. 
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3 Stops 

The issue of place of articulation is not difficult to sort out: 

(16) 

 Word Gloss Source 

Labial paššītḫe ‘messenger’ Mit. iv 54 

Coronal tive ‘word, thing’ Mit. iv 107 

Dorsal kargarni ‘armor’ Mit. iii 113 

Due to consistency of the alphabetic and syllabic orthographies, we can be reasonably 

sure that the segment p was bilabial. The data does not allow us to determine whether t 

was alveolar or dental. As a result, I label these segments as coronal.  I will refer to both 

bilabial and coronal segments with the IPA symbols [p] and [t]. The exact place of 

articulation of Hurrian k is not known. The available options would be palatal, velar, and 

uvular, but with no known relatives it becomes quite difficult. Since [k] is cross-

linguistically the most common of the three options, referring to the Hurrian k with [k] 

seems to be the most conservative choice until more data can be gathered (Gordon 2016, 

45). 

To prove the contrast between voiced and voiceless consonants in Hurrian, we 

need to look no further than the alphabetic texts from Ugarit: 

(17) Data from Speiser (1941, 36-41) 

 Labial Coronal Dorsal 

Voiceless pb 

‘mountain’ 

as̄t 
‘female’ 

kmrb 
‘Kumarbi’ 

Voiced ts̄b 

‘Tešub’ 

ḫdn 

‘Hudena’ 

s̄mg 

‘Šimegi’ 
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While this may seem to simply be complementary distribution, this is doubtful. 

This distinction is further confirmed by the agreement of the Babylonian orthographies. 

For example, consider the following forms from Mari. 

(18) Data from Speiser (1941, 36-41) 

 Labial Coronal Dorsal 

Voiceless pa-pa- 
‘mountain’ 

aš-ti- 
‘female’ 

ku-mar-ar-wə- 
‘Kumarbi’ 

Voiced Te-šu-ba- 
‘Tešub’ 

Ku-ma-ar-wə-ni-da- 
‘to Kumarbi’ 

Ši-mi-ge- 
‘Šimegi’ 

  
We can conclude that Hurrian had at least six stop phones: [p,b,t,d,k,g]. I am 

hesitant at this point in the discussion to label them as distinct phonemes. There is still a 

third feature, fortis, that will be discussed further below. 

Despite being rather straightforward, the issue of voicing in Hurrian is somewhat 

contentious. Both Bush (1964, 48) and Wilhelm (2018, 25) distinguish between Hurrian 

texts written by Semitic scribes and Hurrian texts written by Hurrian scribes. As 

mentioned above, the Hurrian texts written by the Semitic scribes at Ugarit are of great 

help. As mentioned earlier, the Ugaritic alphabet could make much more careful 

segmental distinctions than syllabic cuneiform. In these texts we do indeed find an 

unambiguous opposition of voicing. When compared with Hurrian texts written by 

Hurrian scribes (most notably the Mitanni Letter), the Hurrian system is not as consistent. 

Hurrian scribes used signs for voiced and unvoiced consonants interchangeably outside 

of the Mitanni Letter. Within the Mitanni Letter the syllabary was so reduced that such a 

variation was not possible (Wilhelm 2018, 25). Hurrian scribes either saw fit to not 
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orthographically indicate this opposition or did it by other means. This does not mean 

that the Hurrian system recorded in the Mitanni Letter was utter chaos. We see such 

consistency with stops and fricatives in the Mitanni Letter that there must have been an 

orthographic convention for them. In fact, it has been pointed out that when comparing 

the apparent conventions for the Mitanni Letter to the Hurrian texts written at Ugarit, a 

positional pattern emerges within the Letter. This positional pattern is shown in (19) and 

is taken from Campbell (2020, 209). 

(19) 

1.  “voiceless” in: 

a.  word initial 

b.  consonantal clusters (unless obstruent + 

liquid or nasal) 

c.  word internally and written geminate 

2. “voiced” in: 

a.  word final position 

b.  consonantal clusters with obstruent + 

liquid nasal pattern 

c.  word internal and written singly 

Point c for both 1 and 2, while strange at first, are well-known phenomena from the 

Hittite language first pointed out by the American Indo-European scholar Sturtevant 

(1933, 66-67). Known as Sturtevant’s Law, Hittite indicated intervocalic [±voice] 

consonants by employing single/double writing of the cuneiform signs.31 

I suggest at this point that fortis/lenis is the distinguishing feature of Hurrian’s 

single/double writings. It would provide a reason for Hurrian scribes to indicate these 

segments with geminate graphemes in intervocalic position. Since cuneiform was ill 

 
31 Recent accounts of this feature can be found in Hoffner and Melchert 2008, 35 and van den Hout 2011, 

64-65. 
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equipped to indicate word initial or word final geminate consonants,32 it is very difficult 

to know the pattern of this distinction on the edges of a word. To obscure the evidence 

even further, if Ugaritic scribes heard fortis segments, it is plausible that they represented 

them as simple voice/voiceless consonants.33  This fact, combined with Hurrian scribes 

not treating voicing as a useful contrast orthographically, would certainly confuse the 

issue even further. The most conservative option when considering all the evidence 

would be to claim that there was at least a three-way distinction among Hurrian stops and 

fricatives: voiced, voiceless, and tense. While aspiration is suggested by some authors 

(and could very well have been present in the language), there is no evidence to conclude 

that it existed. 

Having established this, the patterns shown in (19) is the position that has been 

traditionally taken by mainstream Hurritology (Speiser 1940; Bush 1964; Friedrich 1969, 

11; Diakonoff 1971, 24-26; Giorgieri 2000, 184-185; Wilhelm 2004, 98; Wegner 2007, 

43; Campbell 2020, 209). Even Fournet, who is normally skeptical of the findings of 

modern Hurrian scholarship, states that with the available evidence a [±voice] distinction 

would be the most natural choice (2013, 35).  

However, several questions must be asked. First, why would Hurrian scribes 

indicate the voicing of a consonant by writing (or not writing) that consonant as a 

geminate intervocalically? Second, as Wilhelm (2018, 26) states, why would Hurrian 

 
32 Since every known cuneiform sign contains a V, a lone C sign is impossible, word initial CCV and word 

final VCC are impossible from an orthographic standpoint. 
33 A fortis and lenis distinction can likely be confused with voiced/voiceless. See Ladefoged and Madison 

1996, 95-99 for a summary of the articulatory and perceptual similarities and differences between 

fortis/lenis and voiced/voiceless. 
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scribes not simply use one set of signs for [+voice] and another for [-voice]? It is true that 

the Mitannian orthography parallels the Old Akkadian orthography, and that in both 

voicing was not carefully distinguished. However, a notable innovation in Old 

Babylonian was the use of specific signs to denote voicing. Why would the Hurrian 

orthography not do the same? Other correspondences between Egypt and the Mitanni 

empire were written in Akkadian. This would assume sufficient bilingual training among 

scribes to at least be aware of these conventions. Third, if the previous three points call 

into question the opposition of voicing, why then would Ugaritic scribes perceive voiced 

and unvoiced consonants? 

Little doubt exists that Hurrian scribes were trying to make a phonetic distinction, 

but the above questions lead some scholars to ask whether that distinction was voicing (at 

least within intervocalic position). If it is not voicing, what feature could it be? A 

satisfactory solution, however, to this would offer an answer to each of these questions.  

A good starting point is to focus on the one place where this distinction is most 

visually apparent in Hurrian texts: the intervocalic position of the Mitanni Letter. 

Departing from mainstream Hurritology, Khachikyan (2009, 236), using potential loan 

words between Urartian and Armenian, claims that double consonants indicate voiceless 

aspirated segments. While this argument does have some merit, we must also consider 

that this double/single writing affects fricatives as well as stops. If we are to assume that 

the same orthographic convention indicates the same feature for both stops and fricatives, 

then the question at this point is whether aspiration (or [± spread glottis]) is a feature that 

can be present in fricatives as well as stops. UPSID 
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(http://phonetics.linguistics.ucla.edu/sales/software.htm#upsid) mentions only one 

aspirated fricative [sh] which occurs in only 3 languages out of the 451 languages 

mentioned on the database: Burmese (Sino-Tibetan), Karen (Sino-Tibetan), and Mazahua 

(North American). None of these languages are from an area of the world which could be 

(or has been) connected with Hurrian. Within the data base [sh] makes up only 0.11% of 

919 sounds mentioned. The database PHOIBLE (https://phoible.org) lists the following 

aspirated fricatives: [sh xh ʂʰ ʃʰ ɸʰ fʰ]. Each of these segments occur in less than 1% of the 

languages listed on PHOIBLE, and none of the languages mentioned are in a region that 

could be connected geographically in any way with Hurrian. So, while [± spread glottis] 

is a feature that both stops and fricatives can exhibit, it is uncommon cross linguistically 

for aspirated fricatives to occur in a language’s inventory, at least phonemically. It is for 

this reason that the feature [±spread glottis] is unlikely. 

Khachikyan (2009), drawing on conclusions made by Thiel (1975), references a 

distinction between tense and non-tense (or lax) consonants. Khachikyan does not specify 

what this means phonetically. What is said is that tense consonants would be indicated by 

doubled consonants in the Mitanni Letter and Boǧazköy texts. It would also be indicated 

by unvoiced consonants at Ugarit. Furthermore, voicing was not specified in the un-tense 

variants. Consonants could be voiced at the end of the word, when in contact with liquids 

and nasals, or when written singly. They would be unvoiced in all other cases. Assuming 

this to be true, voicing was allophonic and not intentionally distinguished by Hurrian 

scribes. The most useful distinction for Hurrian speakers, however, was between tense 

and lax consonants. 

https://phoible.org/parameters/39BF632E3A6E7ADDD28B89EF1D8A18A9
https://phoible.org/parameters/365ABEFD49728FD71524922C46BF133E
https://phoible.org/parameters/8696B7DABDC4117E46119F7E9F0A0A8A
https://phoible.org/parameters/3F21FE9E4E9AC7D94AD3A965A848435E
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The concepts ‘tense’ and ‘un-tense’ or ‘lax’ are terms that were popular in the 

nineteenth century, with the modern corollary being fortis (tense) and lenis (lax). 

Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996, 95) define a fortis segment in two ways. It is either a 

segment which is articulated with either greater respiratory or articulatory energy. Lenis 

would simply be the opposite. Since segments that have greater respiratory energy are 

rare within the world’s languages we will narrow our focus on the latter, i.e., greater 

articulatory energy. Due to greater oral pressure, strength and length are typically terms 

associated with fortis segments (Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996, 96). It can also be seen 

in the literature that the distinction between voiced and voiceless segments and fortis and 

lenis segments can be difficult to discern. Fortis segments are usually perceived as 

voiceless. The tendency to make a firmer seal for a voiceless segment could result in a 

greater articulatory formation of that segment. As a result, segments with greater strength 

or (slightly) longer duration would be produced. 

Of the world’s languages the most relevant examples provided by Ladefoged and 

Maddieson (1996, 96) are from Northeast Caucasian languages. The reason why 

Northeast Caucasian is relevant is because Hurrian is often linked with this language 

group in scholarship. While this connection is viewed with skepticism by some or treated 

by others as an unprovable theory, these languages offer a window into consonantal 

inventories with fortis and lenis distinctions. 

The Archi language (ISO 639-3 aqc) is known for its extremely large consonantal 

inventory; Hewitt (2004, 49) lists 70 distinct phonemes. Stops and fricatives contrast 

between voiced, voiceless, ejective, labialized, and tense. According to Kodzasov (1977, 
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228), the primary manifestation of tense segments is a greater strength of production 

which ultimately leads to a longer duration. Despite the length of these phones, Kodzasov 

does not describe them as geminate.  

Another relevant language is Ts’akhur (ISO 639-3 tkr). Hewitt (2004, 52) lists 

two phonemic inventories ranging from 38 consonants in 1977 to 73 in 1996 after years 

of further phonological investigations. Stops and fricatives in this language distinguish 

between voiced, voiceless, ejectives, and tense. While Hewitt does not specifically define 

what is meant by ‘tense,’ he writes them as [C:] which suggests either a segment 

produced with greater intensity which produces greater length, or simply a longer 

consonant. 

In Hurrian, it is unlikely that these tense graphemes were simple geminates. Two 

arguments support this claim. First, the consistency with which this was employed within 

the Mitanni Letter, and this is especially the case when considering this doubled writing 

corresponds to a (perceived) voiced/voiceless distinction in the Ugaritic texts. Second, 

this is a convention that was consistently practiced by Hittite scribes as well to denote 

something other than a simple geminate (Hoffner and Melchert 2008, 35).34 For these 

reasons it is likely that a feature besides simple gemination is present. However, without 

articulatory and acoustic experimentation it is impossible to know for sure. Whether or 

not actual geminate consonants existed in Hurrian is unknowable at this point. If they did, 

 
34 It is also worth mentioning that fortis and lenis has even been suggested in Hittite (Melchert 1994, 16-

18). 
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the scribe did not see it as important to distinguish it from a fortis segment in writing. The 

conclusions here must be tentative at best. 

4 Fricatives 

We  begin this section with a discussion of the sibilants (Speiser 1941, 28–35; 

Bush 1964, 57–71; Diakonoff 1971, 44–48; Laroche 1980, 24; Giorgieri 2000, 184–86; 

Wilhelm 2004, 99; Wegner 2007, 46; Campbell 2020, 209). The alphabetic material from 

Ugarit utilized four glyphs to represent the sibilants when writing Hurrian. 

(20) s, z, s̄, and z̄ data from Speiser (1941, 28-35). ṣ data from Bush (1967,57) 

 Ugaritic Alph. 

s psm 
z ḫzḫz 
s̄ s̄mg 

‘Šimige’ 

z̄ ʾarz̄ 
‘gave’ 

  
Hurrian scholars briefly mention Ugaritic’s use of a fifth glyph as well: ṣ. The presence 

of this glyph among Hurrian texts is quite disputed because it only occurs in obscure and 

fragmentary places. In many ways Speiser (1941, 28-29) was wise to not firmly posit this 

segment. Cuneiform syllabaries, on the other hand, only had three signs which could be 

used to indicate sibilants: S-signs, Z-signs, and Š-signs. The Hurro-Hittite orthographies 

are extremely inconsistent in representing sibilants, and as a result, research into their use 

has not been particularly insightful. Names and texts in Babylonian orthographies show 

more consistency, but it is the Mitanni Letter which is the most helpful. 
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(21) 

 Word Initial Word Medial Word Final 

S-signs su-bi 
[verb with unknown meaning] 

(Mit. iii 88) 

ku-su-uš-ti-wa-a-en 

‘do not detain’ 

(Mit. iv 40) 

 

Z-signs za-lam-ši 
‘statue’ 

(Mit. iii 90) 

an-za-a-an-ni 
[unknown meaning] 

(Mit. ii 66) 

 

Š-signs  še-e-ni-íw-wu-ta 

‘to my brother’ 

(Mit. iii 12) 

a-ru-ša-a-an-na- 
‘gift’ 

(Mit. iii 53) 

i-ša-aš 

1SG.ERG 

Mit. 24,57 

    
We observe here that all three signs can occur in any position in a word. While all can 

occur word internally, S-signs are not doubled when intervocalic.  Within my data, I only 

find two instances of doubled Z-signs in the Mitanni Letter. The first is the verb mazz 

(10,5-9) which more than likely means ‘to help/aid’ (Richter 2012, 246) and the 

derivational suffix -uzzi (22,40-43) which creates adjectives of suitability (Wegner 2020, 

33). According to Richter (2012, 246), the verb mazz is usually spelled with one z, 

making the Mitanni occurrence being a bit of an anomaly. The suffix -uzzi, however, is 

bit more commonplace across Hurrian texts. The evidence does not exist in the Mitanni 

Letter to claim that doubled z indicates a distinct phonetic segment. Speiser concludes 

that S- and Z- signs represent two separate phonemes that can occur in any position of a 

word. With the segments s and z Bush (1964, 59) suggests the voiced and voiceless stops 

as pairs of allophones rather than separate phonemes. He does not view it as likely that s 

and z would be the only obstruents, not in allophonic variation. Š-signs, however, can be 

expressed in single writing and double writing and function much like the stops. While it 

may be appropriate to claim that this pattern indicates two distinct features differing only 
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in intensity, the fact that z̄ exists in the Ugaritic orthography indicates the possibility that 

three features are indicated by Š-signs in the Mitanni Letter. Therefore, Š-signs could 

represent three separate segments which differ in voicing and intensity. A newly 

published ritual text from Mari (Campbell and Fischer 2018) further validates this 

analysis. Campbell and Fischer (2018, 33) determine that Š-signs within this text can 

indicate three features as well, indicating š, šš, and ž. All of which are used quite 

consistently within the text. Therefore, considering all the evidence we would have five 

sibilants (six if ṣ is included in the inventory) in the Hurrian phonetic inventory. 

The quality of s and z are easy to determine. [s] and [z] are likely candidates 

because of their dominance crosslinguistically (Gordon 2016, 45). No disagreement about 

this choice exists among mainstream Hurritologists (including Fournet who includes [s] 

and [z] in his phonemic inventory). The quality of the segments differentiated by s̄ and z̄ 

in the Ugaritic alphabetic texts and indicated by Š-signs in the Mitanni Letter is more 

complicated. The following analysis closely follows Speiser’s (1941, 35). The alphabetic 

sign used to indicate Hurrian s̄ was the glyph used for ṯ in Ugaritic. The segment ṯ in 

Ugaritic was a voiceless dental fricative, while cuneiform Š-signs usually indicated 

postalveolar fricatives. Speiser’s conclusion is that whatever phone s̄, z̄, and Š-signs 

represented must have been somewhere between the dental and postalveolar place of 

articulation. Since Ugaritic differentiated between postalveolar and dental fricatives, it is 

likely that they could perceive this distinction in other languages as well. The most 

reasonable conclusion, therefore, is to give these two phones the IPA symbols [θ] and [ð]. 
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This choice does have support from mainstream Hurrian sources.35 In conclusion, we 

have the following Hurrian sibilants: [s, z, θ, θ:, ð, (t͡ s)]. I include the segment [t͡ s] in 

parenthesis to indicate its tenuous position in the Hurrian consonantal inventory. 

The existence of two fricatives which Speiser labels ḫ and ġ is agreed upon by 

every major Hurrian scholar (Speiser 1941, 44–49; Bush 1964, 77–80; Diakonoff 1971, 

44–51; Laroche 1980, 24; Giorgieri 2000, 184–86; Wilhelm 2004, 99; Wegner 2007, 46; 

Campbell 2020, 209). The quality of these segments was not determined with certainty 

until evidence from the alphabetic material was considered. These segments are presented 

with Ḫ-signs in the syllabic orthographies, which is traditionally thought of in 

comparative Semitics to have descended from PS *ḫ, a uvular fricative.36 This is the only 

PS dorsal fricative to have survived in Akkadian by the time it was written down. 

Ugaritic, on the other hand, still possessed and consistently distinguished between the 

following fricatives: uvular (voiced and voiceless), pharyngeal (voiced and voiceless), 

and laryngeal (voiceless). When writing Hurrian voiceless ḫ, the alphabetic texts from 

Ugarit always used the Ugaritic glyph ḫ, indicating, like the syllabic orthographies, a 

uvular fricative. This is very good evidence to support the fact that whatever sound 

Hurrian ḫ represents, it was extremely close to [χ]. The Ugaritic voiced counterpart to it 

was the glyph x. This glyph was, according to Speiser (1941, 47-48), closely associated 

with PS *ǵ, a voiced uvular fricative. It seems very likely, then, that Hurrian ḫ and ġ were 

 
35 Bush 1964, 61; Laroche 1980, 24. Giorgieri 2000, 185 do not refer to these two phones with [θ] and [ð], 

but rather states that it is unlikely for them to have been the postalveolar pair [ʃ] and [ʒ]. Wilhelm (2004, 

99) claims that the exact pronunciation of Š is a mystery, but that the Ugaritic scribes wrote it as [θ] and 

[ð]. 
36 All references to PS in this section come from Kogan (2011, 54–150). 
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fricatives that were close to the uvular place of articulation. Since Ḫ-signs were written 

doubly and singly when in intervocalic position, it seems that there was a fortis 

distinction as well, therefore, Hurrian ḫ, ḫḫ and ġ are designated with the IPA symbols 

[χ], [χ:] and [ʁ], respectively. 

The existence of f and v in Hurrian has been the traditional approach  since the 

1940s (Speiser 1941, 41-44; Bush 1964, 72–79; Diakonoff 1971, 44–45; Giorgieri 2000, 

187; Wilhelm 2004, 99; Wegner 2007, 46; Campbell 2020, 209). Without devoting much 

space to the issue, the basic argument is: The existence of f and v is indicated mainly by 

writings of the same word across multiple orthographies where there is a constant 

variation between w and p/b. As an example of this take the following alternations of the 

Hurrian word meaning ‘to be good’ presented in Bush (1964, 72): 

(22) 

Mari: parḫ- 
Boǧazköy: paḫr- 
Ugaritic Syll.: pa-ḫi-ri-e 

Mitanni Letter: waḫr- 
Akkadian Sites: pa-aḫ-ri 
Nuzi: waḫr- 

While the Mitanni and Nuzi w are essentially signs of the bilabial series, evidence such as 

the Ugaritic ʾawri for Mitanni eb-ri  ‘lord’ given in (15) is a perfect example of this 

alternation with w. Since it seems that w and p/b alternate freely, the evidence is pointing 

to a segment perceptually between a glide and a stop that various orthographies are trying 

to capture. The traditional choice is the labiodental fricative [f]. This fricative would have 

a voiced [v] and fortis counterpart [f:] as well. 
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To demonstrate the differentiation of f: and v word internally within the Mitanni 

Letter, the following data is given: 

(23) 

 Word Gloss Source 

f še-e-ni-íw-we “my brother” Mit. iii 33 

v aš-ti-i-i-we “of his wife” Mit. iii 76 

    

Here we have identified two distinct morphemes. The first is the first singular 

possessive: -íw-we (-íb-be). The second is the genitive case suffix: -we (-be). Speiser 

(1941, 44) shows evidence that the first singular possessive marker occurs on the form 

ʾatynpd ‘to my parental gods,’ where the p can only be interpreted as analogous to -íw-we 

in (23). This presents a perfect example of the fortis lenis distinction among these 

segments. Bush (1964, 73) indicates that the genitive marker is inconsistently 

distinguished across the various orthographies, as well: 

(24) 

Ugaritic Alph.: ḫmr-b-n 

Ugaritic Syll.: šarri-ne-bi 
Boǧazköy: kade-ne-we 

Mitanni Letter: -we 

Mari: Ši-mi-gi-ni-w 

Nuzi: -we 

Speiser claims that Ú can sometimes indicate [w]. At that point, Ú can be taken as 

a single writing of the labiodental fricative, thus [v]. This can be seen in forms where the 

genitive suffix follows the first-person possessive marker. Thus, according to Speiser, we 

have še-e-ni-íw-wu-ú-e-néš for [θenif:uveneð]. This, however, is not the only possible 

analysis. As is shown in (25) and (26), [u] is a very common epenthetic vowel which 

occurs between the 1SG.POSS morpheme and case morphemes. 
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(25) paššītḫ-iff-u-ra 

 messenger-1SG.POSS-EPENTH-COM 

 ‘With my messenger’   Mit. iv 53 

(26) šēn-iff-u-dan 

 brother-1SG.POSS-EPENTH-ABL 

 ‘from my brother’   Mit. iii 90 

It is not unreasonable to suggest, then, that the Ú which occurs between the 1SG.POSS and 

GEN is an epenthetic vowel. Tentatively, I favor this non-consonantal interpretation of Ú. 

While I cannot account for the lost initial segment of the genitive -we, the spelling še-e-

ni-íw-wu-we-néš is plausible. If the scribe wanted to unambiguously indicate a consonant 

here, he could have done that, as he does elsewhere. 

Fournet (2013,36) claims that in instances where w and p/b alternate, the voiced 

bilabial fricative [β] should be chosen. Since p/b and w are all bilabials, a bilabial 

fricative would be an appropriate choice as opposed to a labiodental. Tentatively at this 

point, I will include [ɸ] and [β] in the phonetic inventory in parentheses to indicate their 

dubious status. Since [ɸ] is commonly written doubly when occurring in intervocalic 

position, I will include the fortis version of this consonant as well, [ɸ:]. At this point, the 

only way of distinguishing this set of fricatives from bilabial stops is significant variation 

across multiple Hurrian texts. 

5 Nasals and Liquids 

Both the syllabic and alphabetic orthographies were completely capable of 

indicating liquids and nasals with consistency, free from ambiguity. As a result, there is 

much consensus among specialists (Speiser 1941, 27-28; Bush 1964, 81-84; Diakonoff 
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1971, 49; Laroche 1980, 24; Giorgieri 2000, 184–86; Wilhelm 2004, 99; Wegner 2007, 

46-47; Campbell 2020, 209). The following segments are represented: l, r, m, and n in the 

following sample from the Mitanni Letter. 

(27) 

 Initial Medial/Final 

l NA ta-la-me- 
‘great’ 

(Mit. ii 75) 

r NA kar4-kar4-ni 
‘armor’ 

(Mit. iii 113) 

m ma-ka-a-an-ni- 
‘gift’ 

(Mit. ii 54) 

ta-la-me- 
‘great’ 

(Mit. ii 75) 

n ni-ḫa-a-ri-i-ta 

‘to the dowry’ 

(Mit. ii 9) 

kar4-kar4-ni 
‘armor’ 

(Mit. ii 75) 

   
As far as the quality of the nasals are concerned, I use them with the IPA symbols [n] and 

[m]. For the liquids, I turn to cross linguistic frequency to assign labels to them (Gordon 

2016, 49). Thus, I will refer to the liquids with the following IPA symbols [l] and [ɾ]. All 

liquids and nasals, at least in the Mitanni Letter, seem to distinguish between single and 

double writings. This is sufficient evidence to consider a fortis distinction among them as 

well. As a result, we have the following liquids and nasals [l, l:, m, m:, n, n:, ɾ, ɾ:].  

6 Consonantal Inventory 

Taking into consideration everything presented, I propose the following phonetic 

inventory for Hurrian. 
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Table 13: Hurrian Phonetic Consonantal Inventory 

 Bilabial Labiodental Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar Uvular 
Plosive p  p:  b  t  t:  d  k  k:   g  

Nasal m  m:  n  n:    

Tap or Flap   ɾ ɾ:    

Fricative  (ɸ)  (ɸ:)  (β) θ  θ:  ð s  (s:)   z   χ  χ:  ʁ 

Lateral  
Approximant 

  l  l:    

 

7 Phonemic Inventory 

With this evidence, it is now appropriate to propose a phonemic inventory for the 

Hurrian language using the IPA. Within the Mitanni Letter, there is sufficient evidence of 

vocalic contrast: 

(28) 

/a/ ≠ /e/  CAE 

ave ‘anyone’ – evri ‘lord’ 

(ii 78)               (i 85) 

(29) 

/a/ ≠ /i/ CAE 

ašti ‘woman’ - ište ‘1sg.PS’ 

(iii 11)              (ii 71) 

(30) 

/a/ ≠ /o/ CAE 

Šuttarna [Divine Name] – torubī ‘enemy’ 

(i 147)                                (i 15) 

(31) 

/a/ ≠ /u/ CAE 

šarr ‘booty’ - šur ‘to leave quickly’ 

(i 89)              (ii 4) 
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(32) 

/e/ ≠ i CAE 

ḫenni ‘now’ - ḫinaži [unknown meaning] 

(i 74)              (ii 93) 

(33) 

/e/ ≠ /o u/ CIE37 

kel ‘to please’ – kol ‘to speak’ – kul ‘to say’ 

(i 89)                 (ii 105)              (iv 1) 

(34) 

/i/ ≠ /o/ CAE 

furi ‘before’ – kuro ‘furthermore’ 

(iii 88)            (iii 39) 

(35) 

/i/ ≠ /u/ CIE 

šir ‘to be like’ – šur ‘to leave quickly’ 

 (iii 3)                (ii 4) 

 

The relationship between [o] and [u] within the Mitanni Letter appears to be neither in 

contrast nor complementation with one another. We can see in (33) that [o] and [u] are 

sometimes in free variation with one another. Other forms such as ḫuradi ⁓ ḫorādi 

‘troop’ or ‘a type of soldier’ give further evidence to this free variation. Whether or not 

they are free variation of allophones or phonemes cannot be successfully demonstrated 

within my data set. I will tentatively posit [o] and [u] as distinct phonemes. It seems 

unlikely that the scribe of the Mitanni Letter along with scribes of other texts (especially 

 
37 While kol and kul are potentially in free variation with one another, this example does show /e/ 

contrasting with both /o/ and /u/. 
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the scribe of the student tablet of Figure 3) would develop a system to unambiguously 

mark [o] and [u] if they were simply allophones. More data is ultimately needed.  

It is therefore safe to say that the five vowels are distinct phonemes, thus, /a/, /e/, 

/i/, /o/, and /u/. Since the evidence is often ambiguous, it is difficult to tell whether long 

vowels were distinct phonemes, themselves. I have offered evidence that suggests that /a/ 

and /a:/ were distinct phonemes (repeated in (36) below). The only other unambiguous 

length contrast that I was able to locate within the Mitanni Letter was between /u/ and 

/u:/, given in (37). It is likely that the rest of the vowels have long phonemes as well, but 

since the data does not indicate this, I will not make this claim. 

(36) 

/a/ ≠ /a:/ CIE 

pal ‘to know’ – pa:l ‘false’ 

(iii 93)              (ii 106) 

(37) 

/u/ ≠ /u:/ CIE 

ur ‘to exist’ – u:r ‘to desire’ 

(ii 101)           (ii 73) 

Leaving our discussion of vowels, stops and fricatives can be discussed in the 

same section. Since fortis and voiced segments always contrast in analogous 

environments, these pairs of segments are distinct phonemes: 
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(38) 

Intervocalic Contrast 

tuppi ‘tablet’ – subi ‘unknown meaning’ 

(iii 38)              (iii 88) 

/p:/ ≠ /b/ 

attā ‘father’ – šadā ‘this’ 

(ii 77)             (iv 62) 

/t:/ ≠ /d/ 

šukki ‘one’ – tagi ‘pure’ 

(ii 70)           (vi 58) 

/k:/ ≠ /g/  

išši ‘horse’ – ēže ‘place’ 

(iii 66)          (iii 30) 

/š:/ ≠ /ž/ 

Since there is no data in the Mitanni Letter to support long /s:/ I will not claim it as a 

distinct phoneme. Because of this /s/ and /z/ are shown to contrast in intervocalic 

position. I tentatively claim the following alveolar sibilants: /s z/.  This is tentative 

because evidence which supports /s:/ may come to light, but it does not seem possible 

that it existed in the Mitanni Letter since we have passages like the following: 

(39) 

pa-aš-ši-i-it-ḫi-íw-we    ku-su-uš-ti-wa-a-en 

paθ:i:tχ-iɸ:e                   kos-oθt-i-βa:-en 

‘messenger’-1SG.POSS    ‘to detain’-oθt-i-NEG-3.JUSS 
‘May (my brother) not detain my messenger’    Mit. iv 40 

Because we have the expected orthographic šš being used to indicate /θ:/ it is unlikely for 

the scribe not to indicate [s:] with the same convention if it were intended that way. This 

does not mean that [s:] did not exist. The segment [s] is so rare within the Mitanni Letter 

that more data is needed.  

Since cuneiform could only reliably indicate fortis segments in intervocalic 

position, it is impossible to find evidence in the texts available of fortis and voiceless 

segments contrasting in analogous environments. What we observe, however, is the 
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relationship between voiced and voiceless segments. Throughout the Mitanni Letter and 

the alphabetic texts from Ugarit we see ample evidence of complementary distribution. 

(40) 

1.  “voiceless” in: 

d.  word initial position 

e.  adjacent to [-voice] consonants 

2. “voiced” in: 

d.  word final position38 

e.  adjacent to [+voice] consonants 

f.  intervocalic position 

This indicates that voiced and voiceless segments are in allophonic variation. Since 2e 

and 2f of (40) can be explained as spreading of the feature [voice], the [-voice] segments 

are the least affected by their environments. This is an indication of [-voice] being the 

underlying phoneme of the pair. Concerning pairs of stops and fricatives, then, it seems 

reasonable to assume that Hurrian had two distinct phonemes: voiceless and fortis. 

 Concerning liquids and nasals, there is ample evidence to show contrasting as 

well. It is reasonable, therefore, to make the claim that they all constitute distinct 

phonemes within the Hurrian language. 

My proposed phonemic inventory for the Hurrian language is presented in Table 

14 below: 

 

 

 
38 It is worth noting here that typologically speaking we would expect to see [-voice] in a word final 

position. 
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Table 14: Proposed Hurrian Phonemic Inventory 

 Bilabial Labiodental Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar Uvular 
Plosive p  p:  t  t:  k  k:  

Nasal m  m:  n  n:    

Tap or Flap   ɾ ɾ:    

Fricative  (ɸ)  (ɸ:) θ  θ: s  (s:)  z   χ  χ: 
Lateral  
Approximant 

  l  l:    

  This is the inventory used throughout chapter three of this thesis, where I use it to 

analyze Hurrian phonotactics to test its usefulness compared to the current transliteration 

system.
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CHAPTER THREE: PHONOTACTICS

Now that a phonemic inventory has been established, I provide a brief test case to 

demonstrate its usefulness — Mitannian phonotactics. Instead of providing a full 

phonotactic analysis of the Mitanni Letter, it is preferable to approach the issue 

differently. One goal of this thesis has been to encourage specificity in our discussions of 

Hurrian phonology. My hope is that greater specificity will ultimately enable scholars to 

conduct better phonological analyses of the language.  

In this chapter I first present the canonical syllable types and the maximal syllable 

template (MST) of Hurrian using the Mitanni letter as my data set. Second, I will use 

those conclusions to analyze the distribution of Hurrian phonemes within the syllable. 

My main departure from traditional Hurritology laid out in chapter two will produce 

results that previous analyses/transliteration systems cannot. 

1 Syllable Types 

The following canonical syllable types are observed within the Mitanni Letter: 
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V e.dī.dan 

‘from self’ 

 

(iv,106) 

VV ī.e.mā.nīn 

‘which’ 

 

(iv 27) 

VC aš.ti 
‘woman’ 

 

(iii 11) 

VVC āl.žu.li 

[Unknown 

Meaning] 

 

(ii 90) 

CV ḫa.ži.en  

‘may he hear’ 

 

(iii 49) 

CVV šē.ni.ffēn 

‘my brother’ 

 

(ii 93) 

CVC e.dī.dan 

‘from self’ 

 

(iv 106) 

CVVC  šē.ni.ffēn 
‘my brother’ 

 

(ii 93) 

Figure 5: Mitanni Letter Syllable Types 

 

From the data observed, it does not appear that the onset is obligatory within Hurrian. As 

stated in the previous chapter, the existence of a glottal stop in Hurrian is uncertain. As a 

result, we do not know whether it was required at the beginning of forms such as 

[e.dī.dan] ‘from self.’ Also, there exists no evidence within the Mitanni Letter of complex 

onsets or codas. If we interpret diphthong combinations with the high vowels /u/ and /i/ 

consonantally, then we would have complex onsets and codas, i.e., glides. Due to lack of 

orthographic consistency, the complexity introduced by glides would not be justified. 

This would exclude the syllable types, CCV, CCVV, etc. Finally, the only complexity 

within the nucleus of a Hurrian syllable would be length. V1 and V2, therefore, indicate 

the same vowel, and other sequences of vowels will be treated as distinct nuclei. 

It is with this in mind that I present the following MST for Mitannian Hurrian:  
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(41)  [CVVC]σmax 

 

2 Distribution of Phonemes within the Syllable 

 The following two charts show the distribution of Hurrian phonemes within the 

syllable. Figure 5 shows the distribution within syllables that have a simple nucleus and 

Figure 6 shows the distribution within syllables that have a complex nucleus. 

 

 C V  C V C  V C 

p +   +  +   + 
p: +   +      

t +   +  +   + 

t: +   +      

k +   +  +    

k: +   +      

ɸ  +   +  +   + 

ɸ: +   +      

θ +   +  +   + 

θ: +   +      

s +         

z +   +      

χ +   +  +    

χ: +         

l +   +  +   + 

l: +   +      

m +   +  +    

m: +         

n +   +  +    

n: +         

r +   +  +   + 
r: +         

Figure 6: Distribution of Hurrian Phonemes within V Syllables 
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 C VV  C VV C  VV C 

p +   +      

p:          

t +   +      

t: +   +      

k +   +      

k:          

ɸ +   +      

ɸ: +   +      

θ +     +   + 

θ: +   +      

s +         

z +   +      

χ +         

χ: +         

l +   +  +   + 

l: +         

m +   +      

m: +         

n +   +  +   + 

n: +         

r +     +    

r:          

Figure 7: Distribution of Phonemes within VV Sylables 

 

A few of the gaps in this chart can be explained by lack of data. A typical 

phonological analysis will contain at least 1000+ words, and the Mitanni letter contains 

~750 words and various morphological elements (including variant spellings). It is very 

likely that as more data is incorporated, these gaps will be filled. It is worth mentioning 

that in CVC syllables, the only non-fortis phonemes that do not occur in the coda position 

are /ɸ/ and /s z/. A reason for their absence cannot be given at this time, due to the scant 

nature of the data set. The phonemes /p: t: k: ɸ: θ: χ: l: m: n: r:/, on the other hand, also do 

not occur in the coda of a syllable. Two potential explanations for this gap can be given: 
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First, not enough data is present within the Mitanni Letter. Second, the sign combinations 

required to produce these syllable types are impossible. The orthography made it 

impossible to employ the convention used to distinguish fortis consonants in coda 

position. Simply having a VC-CV combination would make it impossible for a consonant 

cluster to be indicated afterwards. The only option to write a consonant cluster would be 

through a false vowel in the second sign, i.e., VC-C(V)-CV. Consider the 1PL pronoun 

šatti. If the i vowel were to be taken as a false vowel we would be left with the following 

form:39  

(42) ša-a-at-ti-[la-a]n 

 šātt.lan 

 ‘we…’                Mit. ii 74 

The cuneiform of (42) is an attested form; the normalization, however, is questionable. A 

false vowel would be difficult to prove with our current understanding of the various 

Hurrian orthographies. A simple answer is not available for this gap. I suspect that both 

options (scarcity of data and orthographic limitations) influence both tables. What is 

shown in these tables is a gap in knowledge that was previously obfuscated by the 

traditional system. 

Two deviations from traditional Hurritology are exceptionally influential to the 

conclusions reached above: 1) The exclusion of j and w from my phonemic inventory, 

and 2) The fortis/lenis phonemic distinction. The exclusion of j and w from my inventory 

 
39 A false vowel in cuneiform is a vowel which is written in the orthography but likely not pronounced. A 

vowel (by necessity of the writing system) had to be indicated by a cuneiform sign, even though the word 

may have had a consonant cluster as in (42). 
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has been demonstrated to have direct effects on syllable types and the Mitannian Hurrian 

maximal syllable template (MST). Additionally, the fortis/lenis phonemic distinction 

directly affects the phoneme distribution within the syllable. Ultimately the inventory 

presented in chapter two has created greater precision in Hurrian phonological analysis. 

This chapter, in conjunction with my inventory, has successfully demonstrated the impact 

of this thesis.
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CONCLUSION

 I have compiled current discussion from the field of Hurrian phonetics and used it 

to propose IPA segments. While I have agreed with much of traditional Hurrian 

scholarship, I have also argued for departures and reinterpretations of some segments 

until better evidence can be located. The goal of this analysis is not meant to be the final 

word in the debate, but to make progress. Certain positions of traditional Hurrian 

scholarship need to be reevaluated so that this phonemic inventory can be perfected in the 

future. With the Hurrian phones given their corresponding IPA glyphs, I have argued for 

a conservative phonemic inventory. The intention has been to introduce more specificity 

into analyses of Hurrian phonology. Greater nuance will enable the phonologist to make 

more accurate generalizations about the language’s phonological structure. A small test 

case was presented, showing the efficacy of such an endeavor. 

 While the data set of this thesis has been mostly limited to the Mitanni Letter, I 

hope that these findings can be expanded further to include other texts from the Hurrian 

corpus. With more data incorporated, our understanding of the phonological structure of 

Hurrian can only grow. Ultimately, this thesis was intended to lay an initial foundation 

for future work to build on.
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APPENDIX I: TYPES OF HURRIAN TEXTS

 I reproduce here the table of Hurrian texts presented in Wegner (2007) for ease of 

reference. 

 

Akkadian Period: 

(2230-2090 B.C.E) 
• Hurrian personal names are found in Gasur (future site 

of Nuzi). 

• Reference to two Hurrian rulers: Tahiš-atili of 

Azuḫinnu (Lower Zab), and Puttim-atal of Simurrum. 

Both rulers were concurrent with Naram-Sin. 

• An Old Akkadian seal found at Tel-Brak mentions a 

Hurrian ruler named Talpuš-Atili. 

• Personal and place names found at Tel-Mozan. 

• Excavations in the Hamrim region found an Old 

Akkadian letter with the personal name Tulpib-še. The 

element -še could potentially be a shortened form of the 

Hurrian word šēn ‘Brother.’ 

Gutian Period: 

(2090-2048 B.C.E.) 
• Hurrian personal names. 

• Morphological elements such as -ḫi/e and -na are found 

in loan words. 

• The first reference to a Hurrian state is found. A 

foundation inscription for the god Nergal mentions a 

king named Atal-Šen. He is described as the king of 

Urkeš (Tel-Mozan) and Nawar (Ḫabur region). 

Ur III Period: 

(2047-1940 B.C.E.) 
• A major influx of Hurrian speaking peoples moved into 

the northern and western region of Mesopotamia. 

• The earliest found reference to the prominent Hurrian 

goddess Šauška. 

Tiš-Atal: 

(~1970 B.C.E.) 
• Documents mention a Hurrian prince by the name of 

Tiš-Atal, calling him the “man of Nineveh.” It is 

probable that he ruled portions of northern Assyria, 

most notably Nineveh. 

• Like Atal-Šen, he left a foundation inscription on a 

temple of Nergal. This inscription was written fully in 

Hurrian as opposed to Akkadian. This would make the 

Tiš-Atal inscription the oldest known text to be written 

in Hurrian. 
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Old Babylonian Period: 

(1800-1530 B.C.E.) 
• An increase of Hurrian personal names is found. 

• 10 Hurrian invocations are found which come from 

southern Mesopotamia (possibly Larsa).  

Old Babylonian Mari: • 6 Hurrian texts found at the archaeological site of Mari.  

5 of the texts are invocations. The 6th text appears to be 

a letter. 

• An increasing number of personal names begin to 

appear in surrounding areas. 

Alalaḫ VII: 

(ca 1560 B.C.E.) 
• A large amount of the personal names found at this site 

were Hurrian. 

• Words bearing Hurrian grammatical elements within 

them are also found. 

Middle Babylonian 

Period: 

(15th/14th Centuries 

B.C.E.) 

• In Nuzi, thousands of texts have been found. Although 

these texts have been written in Akkadian, the lexicon 

and syntax show language change via close contact 

with Hurrian, i.e. Hurro-Akkadian. 

Mitanni Letter: 

(1365 B.C.E.) 
• A letter written in Hurrian which negotiates the 

marriage of Tušratta’s daughter to the pharaoh 

Amenhotep III. 

• Orthography is consistent and standardized. 

Tell Brak: 

(ca Mitanni) 
• Mitanni-period letter fragment found. 

Ugarit: • Akkadian-Hurrian bilingual text is found. 

• Sumerian-Hurrian vocabulary is found. 

• Sumerian-Akkadian-Hurrian vocabulary is found. 

• Hurrian letter fragments written with Babylonian script 

are found.  

• Religious texts written in the local Ugaritic script are 

also found. 

Emar: 

(up to 1187 B.C.E.) 
• Many texts from this site have been found. 

• Pictures and transcriptions of the tablets have been 

published, but no translation/analysis has been carried 

out. 

Boǧazköy: • The largest inventory of Hurrian texts to date. The text 

types include omens, historical texts, myths, 

conjurations, and parables. 
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APPENDIX II: MIT. III 21- 43

In this appendix I will the phonetic inventory from chapter two to normalize a 

section of the Mitanni letter. The top line gives the transcription of the cuneiform text 

followed by the traditional transliteration. The next two lines will be the phonetic 

transcription followed by that transcription broken up into morphological units. At the 

end, a translation will be given. The cuneiform transcriptions used in this appendix are 

taken directly from Anson F. Rainey Z’’L (2015, 188-241). 

§21,21 un-du-ma-a-an in-na-me-e-ni-i-in še-e-ni-íw-wu-ú-e aš-ti ú-né-e-et-ta 

undoman    innamēnīn              šēniffve                       ašti             unētta 

undoman    in:ame:ni:n             θe:niɸ:ue                     aθti            unet:a 

undo=man  in:a=me:=ni:n        θe:n-iɸ:-ue                   aθti            un-et:-a 

when-man  when-2sg.abs-ni:n  brother-1sg.poss-gen  wife-Øabs  come-fut-intr 

‘Now, when the wife of my brother comes’ 

 

§21,22 in-na-ma-a-ni-i-in še-e-ni-íw-wu-ta ti-i-ḫa-nu-u-ul-le-e-et-ta 

innamānnīn           šēniffuda                                tiġanōllētta 

in:ama:n:i:n           θe:niɸ:uda                              tiʁanol:et:a 

in:a=ma:=ni:n        θe:n-iɸ:-u-da                          tiʁan-ol:-et:-a 

when-3sg.abs-ni:n brother-1sg.poss-epenth-loc  show-ol:-fut-intr 

‘When she is revealed to my brother’ 
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§21,23 ú-ši-íw-wu-ú-un-na-ma-a-an šu-u-we-né-e-en-na it-ti-ten  

užiffūnnamān                 šōvenēnna            ittiden 

uðiɸ:un:ama:n                θoɸenen:a            it:iden 

uð-iɸ:u-n:a=ma:n           θo-ɸe-ne-n:a        it:-id-en 

uð-1sg.poss-equa-ma:n  1sg.gen-ne-equa  clothe-3pl.juss 

‘May she be clothed as my uð of my uð.’ 

 

§21,23-24 ú-ši-íw-wu-un-na-a-an ti-i-ḫa-ni-ten  

užiffunnān                tīġaniden 

uðiɸ:un:an                ti:ʁaniden 

uð-iɸ:u-n:a=n           ti:ʁan-id-en 

uð-1sg.poss-equa-n  show-3pl-juss 

‘As my uð may she be shown.’ 

 

§21,24-26 še-e-ni-íw-wu-uš-ša-a-an KUR u-‹u-›mi-i-ni šu-ú-an-na-ma-an pu-uk-lu-uš-ti-

en u-u-ul-la-a-an KUR u-u-mi-i-in-na šu-ú-al-la-ma-an wi-i-ra-te-e-na-a-an pa-aš-ši-i-it-

ḫé-naMEŠ šu-ú-al-la-ma-an tup-pu-la-in 

šēniffuššān                        ōmīni        šūannaman          pugluštien 

θe:iɸ:uθ:a:n                       o:mi:ni      θuan:aman          pugluθtien 

θe:-iɸ:u-θ:=a:n                  o:mi:ni      θua-n:a=man       pugl-uθt-i-en 

brother-1sg.poss-erg-a:n  land-Øabs  all-3sg.abs-man  gather-uθt-act-juss 

 

ōllān      ōmīnna         šūallaman           fīradēnan 

o:l:a:n    o:mi:n:a       θual:aman           ɸi:rade:nan 

o:l:a:=n  o:mi:-n:a      θua-l:a=man       ɸi:rade:-n=an 

other-n   land-abs.pl   all-3pl.abs-man   nobility-abs.pl-an   

 

paššītḥena             šūallaman           tuppolain 

paθ:i:tχena            θual:aman           tup:olain 

paθ:i:tχe-na           θua-l:a=man       tup:-o-l-ai=n 

messenger-abs.pl  all-3pl.abs-man  be present-o-l-purp-n 

‘May my brother gather all the lands and all the other lands. The nobles and all the 

messengers should be present!’ 
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§21,27-29 ti-i-ḫa-ni-i-ten-na-a-an še-e-ni-íw-wu-ta ni-ḫa-a-ri-i-in še-e-ni-íw-wu-ú-e-né-e 

a-a-i-e-e be-te-eš-ti-ten šu-ú-an-na-ma-an in-na-ma-a-ni-i-in še-e-ni-íw-wu-ú-e-né-e a-a-

i-e-e be-te-eš-te-e-et-ta 

tiġanīdennān           šēniffuda                   niġārīn      šeniffvenē 

tiʁaniden:a:n           θe:niɸ:uda                 niʁa:rin     θe:niɸ:uene 

tiʁan-id-en:=a:n      θe:n-iɸ:u-da               niʁa:ri=n  θe:n-iɸ:u-e-ne 

show-3pl-juss-a:n  brother-1sg.poss-dir  dowry-n    brother-1sg.poss-gen-ne 

 

āie          pedeštiden                       šūannaman         innamānīn  

a:ie         pedeθtiden                      θuan:aman          in:ama:ni:n  

a:i-e        ped-eθt-id-en                  θua=n:a=man     in:a=ma:=ni:n  

before-e  spread out-eθt-3pl-juss  all-3sg.abs-man  when-2sg.abs-ni:n 

 

šēniffvenē                         āie           pedeštētta 

θe:niɸuene                        a:ie          pedeθte:t:a 

θe:n-iɸ:u-e-ne                   a:i-e         ped-eθt-e:t:-a  

brother-1sg.poss-gen-ne   before-e   spread out-eθt-fut-intr 

‘May they show my brother’s dowry to him, may they show everything before my 

brother.’ 

 

§21,30 ta-ri-i-te-na-an šuk-kán-ni e-e-še-ni  

tarīdennan         šukkanni   ēženi 

tariden:an          θuk:an:i     e:ðeni 

tar-id-en:=an     θuk:an:i     e:ðe-ni 

tar-3pl-juss-an  one             place-ni 
‘May they tar (in?) one place.’ 
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§21,30-31 ḫa-i-e-ni-la-an še-e-ni-íw-wu-uš wi-i-ra-te-e-na šu-ú-al-la-ma-an pa-aš-ši-i-it-

ḫé-na-a-an šu-ú-al-la-ma-an u-u-ul-la-a-an KUR u-u-mi-i-in-na šu-ú-al-la-ma-an ma-ri-

a-an-na-ar-ti-la-an še-e-ni-íw-wu-uš ú-ú-ri-a-a-aš-še-na wa-ša-i-na-an še-e-ni-íw-we be-

te-eš-ti-e-na-an ni-ḫa-a-a-ri ši-RI-en-na-a-an 

ḥaienilan                    šēniffuž                     fīradēna  

χaienilan                    θe:niɸuð                    ɸi:rade:na  

Χai-eni=l=an             θe:n-iɸu-ð                  ɸi:rade:-na  

take-juss-3pl.abs-an  brother-1sg.poss-erg  nobility-abs.pl   
 

šūallaman          paššitḥenān                   šūallaman           ōllān 

θual:aman          paθ:itχena:n                  θual:aman           o:l:a:n 

θua=l:a=man      paθ:itχe-n=a:n              θua=l:a=man      o:l:a:=n 

all-3pl.abs-man  messenger-abs.pl=a:n  all-3pl.abs-man  other-n 

 

ōmīnna        šūallaman           mariyānnardilan          šēniffuž 

o:mi:n:a       θual:aman           maria:n:ardilan           θe:niɸ:uð 

o:mi:-n:a      θua=l:a=man      maria:n:ardi=l=an       θe:n-iɸ:u-ð 

land-abs.pl  all-3pl.abs-man   charioteer-3pl.abs-an  brother-1sg.poss-erg 

 

ūriāššena                           fažainan              šēniffe  

u:ria:θ:ena                         ɸaðainan             θe:niɸe  

u:r-i-a:-θ:e-na                    ɸað-ai=n=an       θe:n-iɸe  

desire-tr-3sg-nom-abs.pl   enter-purp-n-an  brother-1sg.poss-Øabs 

 

pedeštiennan                       niġāri               širiennān 

pedeθtien:an                        niʁa:ri             θirien:a:n 

ped-eθt-i-en:=an                  niʁa:ri             θir-i-en:=a:n 
spread out-eθt-act-juss-an   dowry-Øabs    to be like-act-juss-n-a:n 

 

‘May my brother take all the nobles and all the messengers and all the other lands 

and the charioteers which my brother desires. May my brother enter and spread out 

the dowry. May it be acceptable.’ 
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